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AB3TRAC? 
i method for studying the metabolically unperturbed bacterial cell 
cycle is presented and evaluated. The method allowed isotope incor-
poration and enzyme inductions to be performed on the exponential 
population in balanced growth. The cells were then killed, and resolved 
into size classes. These could then be analysed, and the data thus 
related to the original, unperturbed, exponentially growing cells. 
Separation of cells into size classes was achieved by sedimentation 
velocity centrifugation, through a sucrose gradient, in an MSE, A-type, 
zonal rotor. 
The efficiency of cell separation was assessed, and the 
correlation between cell size and cell age investigated. Mean cell 
length, mean cell volume, cellular protein and the rate of protein 
synthesis, were found to increase continuously across the rotor. 
The changes in rates of synthesis of DNA, -galactoaidase and trypto-
phanaee were found to occur at the expected times in the cell cycle, 
and compared well with similar studies upon synchronous cultures. 
Small cells, selected from a zonal fractionation of live 
exponential cells, grew and divided synchronously. The rate of synthesis 
of RNA polymerase was studied in such synchronous cultures. The 
ensyme was found to be synthesised at all times during the cel]. 
cycle. There was no clearly discernible effect of gene dosage upon 
the synthesis of the enzyme. 
The synthesis of membrane proteins was studied in fractions 
from the zonal rotor. Previous reports have suggested that certain 
proteins appear periodically in the membrane, only at, or near, the 
time of cell division. Such findings were not confirmed in these 
experiments. 
Analysis of total cell protein synthesis by two-dimensional 
polyacrylam.ids gal electrophoresis also failed to reveal any proteins 
that were synthesised periodically during the bacterial cell cycle. 
These findings are considered in relation to models which 
relate protein synthesis and cell division. 
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INTRODUCTION 
1 	:'rotain iynthesis during the Cell Cycle: 
a) 	Enzyme iynthesis during, the Cell r'ycle: 
Much of our basic knowledge concerning the control of gene 
exuression during the cell cycle derives from the study of enzyme 
synthesis during synchronous growth of bacterial and yeast cells. 
Certain enzymes, for which simple assay procedures exist, are partic-
ularly amenable to study. nzyme activity, rather than enzyme protein, 
has been measured in all the experiments described below. 
Ample reviews of this field are available for prokaryotic and 
eukaryotic organisms (Donachie and Masters, 1969; Mitchison, 1969a; 
Mitchison, 1971; Halvorson, Carter and Tauro, 1971a). Only bacterial 
and yeast cell cycles are discussed below. 
The relationship between gene duplication and gene expression, 
during the cell cycle, has been studied under a variety of conditions. 
Figure 1 illustrates some idealised curves displaying patterns of 
enzyme synthesis under these various conditions. 
Some of the clearest data has emerged from studies of enzyme 
"potential". T'uempel et al (Kuompel, Masters and Pardee, 1965) have 
defined this as 'the maximum ability for enzyme synthesis, such as 
should be obtained by complete derepression". Experimentally, aliquots 
were withdrawn from a synchronous culture and challenged with an inducer 
of enzyme synthesis. The amount of enzyme accumulated over a short time 
interval, as measured by its activity, Provides a measure of the rate of 
enzyme synthesis. Characteristically, this rate is constant except for 
an abrupt rate doubling at a discrete time in the cell cycle,(Figurs Ib). 
These doub].ings of enzyme potential have been demonstrated in .coil Y,12 
for Aspartato transcarbamy].ase (::i'caoe), 'ikaline phosphatase and 
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FIGURE 1. 
Patterns of enzyme synthesis in a synchronous culture: 
duplication of the structural gene occurs mid-way through 
the cell division cycle. 
Enzyme accumulates continuously, in either an exponential 
manner (dotted line), or a linear manner with a rate do1lflinc 
(unbroken line). There is a maximum difference of only 5' 
between these two curves (1'itchison, 1971). 
The rate of enzyme synthesis, or "potential" for enzyme 
synthesis. The corollary of A. 
The discontinuous, periodic or stepise mode of enzyme 
synthesis. Gene expression is unrestricted, but modulated 
by feedback repression - the Oscillatory Repression model: 
or gene expression is restricted to the time in the cycle 
when the gene is transcribed - the Linear Reading model. 
The rate of enzyme synthesis predicted by the Linear 
Reading model, but so far never observed. 
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3-(alactosidaae and D-.S.rine dehydrataae (Donachie and Mastera l 19661 
Nishi and Horiuchi, 1966): in E. coil 15f" for D-Sorine desininaso 
(Donachie and Masters, 1966): In E. coli B/r for -Galactosidaee, 
Tryptophanaae and D-Serine deaminase (onachie and Masters, 1969; 
ffe].matetter, 1968; Pato and Glaser, 1968): and in Bacillus subtilis W23 
for Sucrase (Masters and Pardee, 1965). Similar data has been obtained 
for Sucrase and Maltase in Schizosaccharcvces iombe (Mitchison and 
Creanor, 1969; Mitohison, 1971), and for Ornithino transinase 
(OTAase) in .jaccharomyces coreviaiae and -Galactosidaae in Saccharomycee 
lactic (Sebastian, Carter and Halvorson, 1973). 
The first broad conclusion from such exrerimenta was that at 
all times during the cell cycle genes were available for transcription. 
In other words, the potential for enzyme synthesis was unrestricted. 
Secondly, the niziber of potential doub].ings correlated with the 
expected number of gene doublings. In all cases this was one. However, 
-I. 	+ 
two doublings of .-aalaotosldaae potential were observed in an F'lac usc 
di,loid (Donachie and Masters, 1966). 
Thirdly, doublings in enzyme potential did not occur in the 
absence of Deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) synthesis. This was shown for 
D-;erine deaminase in thymine starved cells of E. coU 15T-  (Donachie 
and Master's, 1966) and for -Galactoaidaae in fluorodeoxyuridine 
treated .. colt B/r (Pato and Glaser, 1968). 
Lastly, attempts were made to precisely correlate the doubling 
of enzyme potential with the duplication of the corresponding structural 
gene. Masters and Pardee (Masters and Pardee, 1965) demonstrated this 
for B. pubtilie W23, in which the sucrase :iotential doubled at the some 
time as the sucrase transforming ability of the synchronous population. 
ilelastetter (Helmatstter, 1968) and Pato and Glaser (Pato and Glaser, 1968) 
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have shown that the temporal order of potential doublings corresponded 
to the temporal order of gene doublings, in excerimenta where the rate 
of DA synthesis during the cell cycle was measured. However, in both 
cases the origin of DNA replication was assumed to be at about 60 on 
the E, coil chromosome. Replication was believed to proceed clockwise, 
unidirectionally from this origin. Duplication of the tryptophanase gene 
(tna, 73 ' 3, the e-aalactoeiciaee gene (lac, 9 ' ) and the D-Serine deaminase 
Me (dad, 45) would thus be expected to occur in succession. It was 
found that the potential doublings for these enzymes also occurred in 
that sequence • Our current knowledge of the origin and direction of 
DNA replication (Masters and Broda, 1971; Bird, Louarn, )Iartuscelli 
and Caro, 1972; McKenna and Masters, 1972; Hohifield and Vielmetter, 
1973; Jonasson, 1973; Louarn, Funderburgh and Bird, 1974; Masters, 1975), 
would not profoundly alter the previously drawn conclusions, except for 
those relating to D-Serine deaminase. Assuming that the replicative 
terminus is diametrically opposite the origin; that the origin is at 
71-73' on the . coli chromosome (1asters, 1975); and that the velocity 
of replication forks is identical in either replicating arm of the 
chromosome, then the lac and dad genes would be duplicated simultan-
eously. This expectation is demonstrated in this thesis. 
In other types of experiment, rate measurements have not been made 
directly. Instead, the synchronous cells were grown in the presence 
of an inducer or repressor of enzyme synthesis. Under such conditions 
of optimal or basal gene expression, it was found that enzyme accumulated 
in a continuous linear manner, and that this rate of accumulation 
doubled abrubtly at one specific point in the cell cycle (Figure Is). 
This has been shown for fully repressed Alkaline phosphatase in E. coli 
K12 (Kuempel, Sasters and Pardee, 1965) and in B. subtilia 'J23 
(Donachie, 1965), and for fully induced i-galactosldaae in E,_coli B/r 
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(Donaohie and Masters, 1969). Similar results have been obtained for 
Alkaline phosphatase, Acid phoephatase and Sucrase in the fission 
yeast, 5chizoaaccharoycea i,ombo, (Mitchison and Creanor, 1969). 
Fifteen further enzymes studied in S. ombe have been shown to accum-
ulate in a continuous exponential manner (Figure is) through the cell 
cycle, (Mitchison, 1976). 
These observations reinforce the conclusions relating to enzyme 
potential, although the rate doublings ( where observed ) have not 
been strictly correlated with gene doublinga. 
Having thus established that gene expression was unrestricted 
during the cell cycle, certain data, seemingly, was in contradiction 
to this finding. 
Endogenous enzyme activity was measured in aliquots of synchronous 
cultures. The cells were not induced or repressed for the enzymes 
under study. Under these conditions, certain enzymes were found to 
accumulate in a discontinuous, stepwise, manner during the cell cycle, 
( Fig. 1c). This mode of enzyme synthesis has been observed in E. coU 
K12 for the enzymes Aspartate transcarbamylase, Dihydroorotase and 
Hietidinol dehydrogenase (Icuezapel, Masters and Pardee, 1965): in 
B. aubtilis 23 for ATCase (rasters and Pardee, 1965; Don.achie, 1965; 
Kuempel, Masters and Pardee, 1965) 9 Ornithine tranaoarbamylaae (OTCase) 
(Masters and Pardee, 1965; Donachie, 1965) 9 Dehydroquinase and Eistidaae 
(Masters and Pardee, 1965), and Sucraae (Masters and Donachie, 1966). 
Discontinuous enzyme synthesis has also been observed during the cell 
cycle of Rhodopoeudomonaa soheroides for the following enzymes:-
Succinyl Coenzyme l, thiokivaae, Aiainolevulinic acid synthe taee, Amino-
levulinic acid dehydrase, Alkaline phosphatase and OTCase (?erret  ti 
and Gray, 1968). 
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Two models have been proposed to explain these observations, 
neither of which are mutually exclusive. 
Donachie (Donachie, 1965) has suggested that the in vivo 
instability of certain enzymes may produce patterns of enzyme synthesis 
which are apparently discontinuous. He considers that there is a 
steady state level of enzyme, created by a constant rate of synthesis 
being countered by a constant rate of inactivation. DuDlication of 
the relevant structural gene doubles the rate of enzyme synthesis, 
and thus a new steady state level of enzyme is achieved. 
The second model has been called the "Oscillatory Repression 
Model (Nitchison, 1971), and has been developed in a number of 
papers ( Kuempel, Masters and Pardee, 1965; Masters and Pardee, 1965; 
Masters and Donachie, 1966; Goodwin, 1966; Donachie and Masters, 1969; 
Mitchison, 1969a). This theory holds that the end product of a meta-
bolic pathway can act as a co-repressor for the synthesis of the 
enzymes in that pathway. Consequently, the cellular level of enzyme 
would be auto-regulated by a negative feedback system which involves 
gene, messenger ribonucleic acid (mRNA), enzyme and end product in 
the control circuit. Such a system, it is claimed, would create its 
own, self - generating, oscillations, with a periodicity equal to 
the generation time of the cells under study (Goodwin, 1966). 
However, other explanations for discontinuous enzyme synthesis 
have been proposed. Firstly, there is the very serious possibility 
that the observed patterns of enzyme synthesis were a consequence 
of a metabolic perturbation produced by the synchronising procedure 
(Mitchison and Creanor, 1969; Mitchison, 1976). In this context, it 
is noteworthy that Bellino (Bellino, 1973), using a non-perturbing 
technique, (the membrane-elution method - fle]matetter, 1967), observed 
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a continuous exponential mode of synthesis for ATCase in . cQli B/r. 
In the system used by Bellino, exponentially growing cells were 
bound to a membrane filter (Helmatetter, 1967), and the synthesis of 
ATCaSe was repressed by addition of exogenous uracil. The enzyme was 
then assayed in progeny cells eluted from the membrane. This approach 
required that ATCase synthesis was repressed immediately upon addition 
of exogenous uracil, and that the level of repressed enzyme did not 
significantly contribute to the endogenous level. Bellino manipulated 
the endogenous enzyme level by partially dereoressing the genes of 
the pyrimidine pathway with 6-azauracil (Yates and Pardee, 1957; 
Hanschumacher and Pasternak, 1953; Beckwith, Pardee, Austrian and 
Jacob, 1962; O'Donovan and Neuhard, 1970). Arguably, this very procedure 
may well have altered the normal flux through the negative feedback 
control loop. This experiment alone is therefore not sufficient to 
discount the previously observed discontinuous enzyme syntheses. 
However, Mitchiaon (Mitchi.aon, 1976) has performed some carefully 
controlled experiments uon the S. oombe cell cycle, from which he also 
concluded that enzymes were synthesised continuously throughout the 
cycle. He also demonstrated that the synchronising procedure was 
sufficient to produce periodicities of enzyme synthesis in this 
organiem. This was not so for all enzymes studied, nor is it certain 
how these observations relate to other organisms* 
A further explanation for discontinuous enzyme synthesis arises 
from the work done with budding yeasts (Halvorson, Carter and Tauro, 
1971a). Discontinuous syntheses have been observed for a large number 
of enzymes, which have been summarised and discussed in detail by 
!4itchiaon (Mitchiaon,1969a; Mitchison, 1971). The proposed "Linear 
Reading Model" suggests that transcription proceeds sequentially 
along the chromosome. Genes are thus expressed only at the time of 
their transcription, resulting in bursts of enzyme synthesis as 
each gene is expressed. 
Such a model implicitly requires a short mRNA half-life. However, 
recent observations (Creanor, May and Mitchiaon, 1975; Fraser, 1975) 
in S. ombe have shown that some messenger half-lives may be as 
long as 40-50 minutes. 
nzyme stability and enzyme potential have rarely been studied 
in budding yeasts. Sebastian et al (Sebastian, Carter and Halvorson, 
1973) have shown that OTAase and -Galactosidaae are both stable 
enzymes, and both exhibited an unrestricted potential for synthesis. 
The endogenous enzyme levels followed a discontinuous mode of synthesis 
during the cell cycle. Such findings are difficult to accomnodate 
within the Linear Reading Model. 
The opposing facets of the Linear Reading Model and the Oscillatory 
Repression Model have yet to be fully reconciled. However, they both 
provide models for gene expression which are relevant to a wider 
consideration of protein synthesis during the cell cycle. 
b) 	Protein Synthesis end Cell Division: 
The foregoing summary has considered the tenporal control of 
gene expression during the cell cycle. 
The biochemistry of cell division in ill understood, and even 
less is known of the temporal control of this biochemistry. 
The work of Helmatetter and co-workers (Helinetetter and Cooper, 1968; 
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Cooper and Eelmstetter, 1963; Pierucci and flelinstetter, 1969) has 
provided an outline description of the bacterial cell cycle. Their 
model represents a basis for a more detailed consideration of the 
temnoral relationships within the cell cycle. Briefly, their model 
envisages a period of protein synthesis (i) necessary for the initiation 
of chromosome replication. (Simultaneous with this initiation, the 
next cycle of I is begun.) Chromosome replication proceeds for 40 
minutes (C period), upon completion of which, cell division ensues 
after a further 20 minutes (D period). The cell cycle is 60 minutes 
long. 
It has been shown that completion of a round of DNA replication 
is a prerequisite of cell division (Clark, 1968; Helistetter and 
Pierucci, 1968). Other aspects of DNA metabolism - repair and recombination 
are also involved in the regulation of cell division, (Slater and 
Schaechter, 1974; Gudaa and Pardee, 1975). A full discussion of the 
role of DNA metabolism is not given here. The topic is considered 
in some detail elsewhere (Sister and Schaechter, 1974). 
Also necessary for cell division is a period of protein synthesis. 
In synchronous cultures, inhibition of protein synthesis during the 
C period was found to abolish subsequent cell division (Pierucci and 
Re]mste tter, 1969). During the 1) period, inhibition of protein synthesis 
had no effect upon division. If DNA replication was completed in 
the absence of protein synthesis, cell division did not occur until 
protein synthesis had been restored for a time which was inversely 
related to the extent of chromosome rerlicatlon at the time of the 
inhibition. Pierucci and Helmatetter (isrueci and Helmatetter, 1969) 
concluded that, concurrent with DNA reolication was an equal period 
of protein synthesis, completion of both processes being required 
S 
for cell division. 
. ccli B/r has been synchronised by heat shock (Smith and 
Pardee. 1970). Cells maintained at 450C for 16 minutes and then 
returned to 37 °C, divided synchronously. Incorporation of p-fluoro--
phenylalanine into cellular protein increased the sensitivity to the 
heat shock treatment, It was concluded that the heat shock damaged 
a protein structure which was elaborated during the cell cycle as 
a preparation for cell division. The shock caused all the members 
of the asynchronous population to recommence simultaneously the 
elaboration of this structure, leading to the subsequent synchronous 
division of the population. 
Jones and Donachie (Jones and Donachie, 1973) have confirmed 
the requirement of a similar period of protein synthesis in Q. coil 
RN7T. They have also demonstrated that, for cell division to occur, 
a brief transcriptional event, at or near termination of DNA replication, 
is required. 
In all their experiments, cells were "pretreated" in order to 
synchronise rounds of chromosome replication within the population. 
The cells were first exposed to rifampicin, thus inhibiting RNA and 
protein synthesis. DNP replication proceeded to termination. Only 
cells which had already completed DNA replication divided in the 
presence of the antibiotic. Rifnmpicin was then removed from the 
medium as well as thyinine. Protein synthesis and remaining cell division 
took place, although DNA reDlication was inhibited. Readdition of 
thymine allowed a synchronous reinitiatlon of a round of chromosome 
replication in every cell in the population, lasting about 40 minutes. 
Cell division followed 5-10 minutes after completion of the round of 
DNA replication. 
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If protein synthesis was inhibited during the synchronous round 
of chromosome relication, but allowed to resume before termination 
of replication, cell division followed normally. Jones and Donachie 
concluded that the period of protein synthesis which is normally 
concurrent with DTA synthesis, had occurred during the thymine starvation 
step of their "pretreatment". However, they found that inhibition 
of protein synthesis at termination of DNA replication did block 
subsequent cell division. It was concluded that protein synthesis 
was required ,at termination of replication, for cell division to 
ensue. The protein(s) synthesised at this time was (were) called 
T.,- P(s); Termination Associated Protein(s). 
Jones (Jones, 1974) has re'oorted the discovery of the nutative 
termination proteins in the membrane fraction of E. coij. J7T. He 
used a selective labelling regime in which the proteiiof cells 
undergoing chromosome replication were labelled with 14C-leucine, 
whilst cells terminating replication were labelled with 3Tt-leucine. 
Jones mixed the separately labelled cells and analysed the membrane 
proteins by Sodium dodecyl suiphate-Polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis, 
(sDs—PAGE). , unique, tritium labelled protein band of molecular weight 
c.60,000 (designated TAP 1) was found. knalysis of the inner membrane 
proteins only,revealed TAP 1 and also a second, tritium labelled, band 
of molecular weight c.20,000 (TAP 2). 
In a similar ext,erjment Jones ,ostr,oned the tritium labelling 
until after completion of )NA replication. The analysis of the isotope 
distribution in the gels did not reveal any exclusively tritium 
labelled species. Jones inferred that TAP I and PAP 2 were synthesised 
(or inserted into the membrane) solely at termination of DwTP. replication. 
These findings form the basis for a model of the cell division 
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cycle (Jones and Donachie, 1973; Donachie, Jones and Ps athea, 1973). 
Initiation of .NA synthesis occurs simultaneously with initiation of 
a period of protein synthesis. These two nrooesses run concurrently 
for 40 minutes. Termination of DNA replication induces the synthesis 
of the tennination proteins. Having thus fulfilled the three requirement5 
for cell division, the cell divides (without further protein, DNA or 
RBA synthesis) some 20 minutes later. The events taking place in this 
20 minutes are not known. 
The control of cell division in a temperature sensitive mutant, 
to 52, has been studied ( Zusman, Inouye and Pardee, 1972). This 
mutant continued DNA and protein synthesis at the restrictive temperature, 
but cell division was blocked and the cells thus formed filaments. 
A synchronous division of these filaments occurred about 15 minutes 
after exposure to chioramphenicol, rifampicin, or transfer to minimal 
medium. These workers have proposed a model to account for their 
findings. A non-protein effector, , is believed to be involved in 
the process of peptide bond formation. Normally is present in excess, 
but in the to 52 mutant its production is reduced. The small amounts 
of j are wept into other metabolism, and it thus only accumulates 
when peptide bond formation is inhibited or reduced. It 1s proposed 
that interacts with cc - a protein synthesised only at termination 
of DNA replication. The cc complex initiates cell division at the 
division site. 
Inouye (Inouye, 1969) has studied division in the to 27 mutant. 
Although DNA replication was blocked at the restrictive temperature, 
division of the bacterial cell continued. Inouye proposed that a 
factor, 11, possibly attached to an "apparatus" which co-ordinates 
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replication and septum formation, normally blocks cell divisiono 
It was further assumed that termination of DNA replication causes 
synthesis of an unstable factor, I, which relieves the block established 
by A. i.,ivision thus ensues. The mutant is supposed to have a defective 
M factor, which reversibly dissociates from the "apparatus' so that 
septum formation occurs without completion of DNA synthesis. 
There is little hard evidence for the existence of these factors, 
but it is noteworthy that both models demand the periodic production 
of a protein st,ecies at one discrete time in the cell cycle. 
inouye and Pardee (Inouye and Pardee, 1970) studied labelled 
membrane proteins of E. coli 1(12 in much the same way as Jones (Jones, 1974) 
They separated cells into age classes by sedimentation velocity 
centrifugation of the parent population. ( This technique is discussed 
more fully below). They then compared membranes from young and old 
cells, which had been labelled with different isotopes and analysed 
by 3Dc- Polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis. Interestingly, these 
authors could detect no protein species synthesised only at one time 
in the cell cycle. 
Churchyard and Holland (Churchward and Holland, 1976) claim to 
have found a membrane protein of molecular weight 76,000, which 
appears only at the time of cell division. This, and the TAPs of 
Jones (Jones, 1974), are some of the very few reports claiming to 
have identified periodically synthesised iroteins in bacteria, ostensibly 
concerned with the process of cell division. Considerable caution 
must be used in the interpretation of such findings. Jones studied 
cells which had been subjected to cycles of metabolic block. 
Churchyard and Holland, although studying a less perturbed synchronous 
population, failed to adequately resolve the mny bacterial membrane 
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proteins on their SDS-Polyacrylamide gels. Furthermore, certain re-
ported differences in the membrane proteins of wild-type and dnaB 
cells of 3. coil (shairo at al, 1970) were later shown to depend on 
the conditions used to disaggregate the membranes in 3 )3 prior to 
electrophoresis (3hapiro at a]., 1971). 
It is therefore important to establish that apparently periodic-
ally synthesised proteins do not arise as an artsfact of the synchronising 
procedure, or of the 3DS-Polyacrylamide gel system. 
Dix and liolmatetter (Dix and kIe]metetter, 1973) have studied 
the relationship between termination of DNA replication and cell 
division in the strain of .coli B/r also studied in this thesis. 
They confirmed that DNA and protein synthesis were required for 
division, but that once completed, division was resistant to inhibitors 
of these processes. 
They also studied how synchronously growing cells proceeded 
towards the potential to divide in the presence of chloramphenlcol. 
Once the chioramphenicol block was relieved, inhibitors of Di synthesis 
were added. They concluded that DNA replication could be completed 
in the absence of protein synthesis, but that additional protein or 
RNA synthesis was required for "processing" the chromosomal structure 
to a form necessary for division. This "processing" was believed to 
be Inhibited by inhibitors of DN.. synthesis. This view is perhaps 
untenable in the lit of evidence produced elsewhere (Maranouchi and 
Messer, 1973). It was shown that DNA replication was not completed 
in the absence of protein synthesis, a terminal segment remaining 
unreplicated. Resumption of protein synthesis in the presence of 
inhibitors of DNA synthesis would therefore not permit cell division 
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since termination of DNA replication could not take place. 
However, the requirement of a terminal transcriptional event, 
for cell division, in this strain of. coli B/r, has been clearly 
demonstrated (Dix and fislastetter, 1973). They thymine starved 
exponentially growing cells, thus inhibiting DNA replication and 
allowing only cells with completed chromosomes to divide. Protein 
synthesis continued during the thymine starvation. Readdition of 
thymine allowed DNA replication to complete, followed by cell division 
some 15 minutes later. Addition of rifampicin, simultaneously with 
the thymine, abolished the subsequent division, indicating that 
transcription, at or near termination of replication, was required for 
cell division. This finding in considered in this thesis in view of 
the data and models presented above. 
2 	M ethods used in the study of the Cell Cycle: 
a 	Introduction: 
Nearly all the oxoeriments described in the previous sections 
have been performed on synchronously growing cells. It must be constantly 
borne in Tfl[nd that the very act of producing synchronous growth in 
a previously asynchronous population is likely to perturb cellular 
metabolisme 	a methods produce greater perturbations than others; 
sOme cellular processes are more susceptible to perturbation than 
others. 
It is always desirable, where possible, to study synchronous 
cultures produced by more than one method. 
Few techniques are available which can be fairly claimed not to 
perturb cell physiology. One particular method (zonal fractionation of 
whole populations of cells), successfully used for budding yeasts, 
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is developed for F. coil !3/r in this thesis* 
The merits and demerits of other systems are discussed below* 
b) 	nductio ynchrony: 
i) Inhibitor Block: 
This procedure aligns cells at one stage in the cell cycle 
by means of a specific inhibitor; relieving the inhibition allows 
the cells to grow and divide synchronously. It is convenient in use, 
and is capable of providing large numbers of synchronised cells for 
study. However, it is a procedure which synchronises only the function 
specifically inhibited, or other causally related functions. ;ertain 
other aspects of cell physiology may not be synchronised by such 
treatment. 
ScMzosacchramyces Dombe has been synchronised in this way, 
(Nitchison and Creanor, 1971). DN,'. synthesis was Inhibited for three 
hours with 2nd't deoxyadeno sine. 'ollowing its removal from the growth 
medium, there was a burst of synchronous DNA synthesis followed by 
a division. The second division was less synchronous and the time 
between divisions was only 60 ~ of the normal generation time. ?hus 
the "DNA-Division Cycle" was synchronised in this way. However, during 
the inhibitor block, protein and RNA synthesis continued, and so the 
reatltthg synchronous population contained abnormally large cells. 
?Iitchion (Mitchison, 1971) has suggested that the "Growth Cycle" 
may thus become dissociated from the "DNA-Division" cycle. 
Accordingly some replication related processes were studied 
(Siasons, Kitchison and Creanor, 1973). It was found that the potential 
for eucrase and ialtnae synthesis doubled during the cell cycle, as 
had been shown previously (itchison and Creanor, 1969) in synchronous 
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cultures produced by a selection method (Mitchison and Vincent, 1965). 
However, the discontinuous synthesis of ornithine transcarbamylase and 
aspartate tranacarbamylase, nreviously observed in selection synchronies 
(Boatock, Donachie, Masters and Mitchison, 1966) was not observed in 
these induction synchronies. According to the model above, these 
syntheses are part of the "Growth Cycle" which had not been synchronised 
by the inhibitor block. 
Perhaps this model of two cycles is a little speculative, but 
it is useful to consider the findings of Jones and Donachie (Jones, 1944; 
Jones and Donachie, 1973) in this light. It will be recalled that 
Jones synchronised DNA replication by means of a double inhibitor 
block. Following an inhibition of protein synthesis, DNA. synthesis 
was inhibited. During this latter inhibition, protein synthesis was 
allowed to proceed and the cells would have become abnormally large. 
Relieving the DNA block allowed one synchronous round of replication 
followed by a synchronous cell division. A second cycle was not studied. 
Arguably, in studying events causally related to the termination 
of DN replication, Jones and Donachie were studying an aspect of the 
synchronised DNA—Division cycle. However, the synthesis, or assembly, of 
membrane proteins could well be part of the, perhaps unsynchronised, 
Growth Cycle. Clearly the findings of Jones (Jones, 1974) need to be 
reinvestigated using an alternative method. 
ii) Starvation and Growth: 
L coil and Proteus vuiggris have been synchronised by diluting 
cells in early stationary phase into fresh growth medium (Cutler and 
Evans, 1966). These workers routinely found three or more surprisingly 
well phased synchronous divisions. 
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This method has been used with Bacillus subtilis 23 (asters 
and 'Pardee, 1965; Donachie, 1965; 	sters, Fuempel and'Pardee, 1964; 
Masters and Donachie, 1966), in the study of enzyme synthesis during 
the cell cycle. It is difficult to assess the results because they 
have not been duplicated in synchronous cultures produced by alternative 
methods. However they are consistent with the general theories of 
prokaryotic ensym* synthesis described above. Unfortunately it is not 
possible to strictly exclude the criticism that the observed discon-
tinuous patterns of enzyme synthesis arose from perturbations intro-
duced by the synchronisation procedure. 
Williamson and Scones (Williamson and Scopes, 1960) used an 
elaborate and lengthy procedure to synchronise Saccharony -ce. cerevisipe. 
.; stationary phase culture was treated with alternating cycles of cold 
growth medium and warm starvation medium, accompanied by decanting-off 
of mall cells. The resulting homogeneous population was used as an 
inoculum to produce a synchronous culture. 
Gorman et al (Gorman, Tauro, LaBerge and 1lvorsor, 1'4) ue 
a modification of this trocedure in their studies of enzyme acivity 
during the yeast cell cycle. They found that w -glucosidase, invertase 
and alkaline phoephatase were synthesised discontinuously during the 
cycle. Tauro and Halvorson (Tauro and Halvorson, 1966) have confirmed 
these findings using both the above method of synchronisation and 
the gradient selection method (Nitchison and Vincent, 1965). 
C) 	Selection Synchrony: 
i) introduction: 
This procedure involves selection of a discrete size class 
(usually thesmallest) of cells from an asynchronous i,owlation. 
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These mall cells are subcultured and divide synchronously for at 
least two generations. Since only a snail percentage of the original 
asynchronous population is selected, the method produces less cells 
for study than the induction methods. 
ii) Filtration: 
The earliest attempts at selection were rather inelegant and 
often introduced quite serious disruptions of cellular physiology. 
Abbo and Pardee (Abbo and Pardee, 1960) passed an asynchronous 
population of • coli B through 24 layers of filter paper. The eluate, 
containing small cells, produced a well phased synchronously dividing 
population. However, both the rate of DNA and fl-(Mlactosidase synthesis 
increased continuously in an exponential manner throughout the division 
cycle. Presumably, although division was synchronised, DNA replication 
was not. 
A similar result was found by Nishi and Horiuchi (Nishi and 
Horiuchi, 1966) using the same selection method. They studied the 
potential for D-.Serine dehydrataae and -Galactosidase synthesis 
i various strains of E. coli X12 during synchronous growth. In an 
F. ac strain, potential for both enzymes increased continuously, 
whereas in an lifr strain the usual stepwise doubling of potential 
was seen. Niehi and Horiuchi concluded that F strains could initiate 
DNA replication anywhere upon the chromosome, whereas Hfr strains 
initiated replication at the site of insertion of the F factor. 
With hindsight It seems more probable that these findings arose 
from the dissociation of replication from division in one experiment 
but not in the other. 
Masters et a]. (Masters, YuemDel and Pardee, 1964) synchronised 
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:. coil K12 Hfr by this filtration method, and studied ATCase and 
5-Galactosidase potential. They found that ATCase potential doubled 
during the cell cycle, but that -Galactoaidase potential increased 
continuously. Presumably DNA replication had been synchronised in 
this experiment, but 1-Galactosidase was perturbed whilst ATCase was 
not. 
iii) Gradient Selection: 
Nitchison and Vincent (Nitc±ison and Vincent, 1965) have 
described a convenient selection method which is applicable to 
several organisms. They collected and concentrated exponentially 
growing cells, and then layered the dense cell suspension upon a 
lineal' sucrose gradient in a centrifuge tube. Centrifugation through 
the gradient separated cells into size classes. The smallest cells 
were selected from the top of the gradient and were subcultured to 
produce a synchronously dividing population. The method has been 
used successfully with E. coli, Schizosaccharomes pombe and 
3accharcmyces cerevi sips. 
This procedure has been used to examine the potential for 
Ø-Galactosidase, tryptophanase and D-3erine deaminase synthesis in 
B. coli K12 (Donachie and Masters, 1966). The potential for each 
enzyme doubled at a specific point in the cell cycle, in both Hfr 
and F strains. 
Convenient "f4haken gradient" controls are easily applicable to 
this trocedure. ]?or example, in their studies of Schizosaccharoycep 
nunbe, Boetock et al (Bostocic, Donachie, Masters and Mitchison, 1966), 
found that ATCase and OTCase were synthesised discontinuously during 
the cell cycle. In a control experiment, after the gradient separation, 
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the gradient was mixed by shaking and an inoculum taken from this 
was subcultured. The cells divided asynchronously. ATCase and OTCase 
activity increased continuously in the growing culture, indicating 
that the gradient selection had not perturbed the synthesis of these 
enzymes. 
Mitchison (1.iitchison, 1976) has paid particular attention to 
this type of cohtrol experiment. he has shown that certain enzymes 
show virtually no perturbation of their synthesis after the gradient 
selection. Certain others show an initial perturbation which is 
usually corrected within the first generation* ilowever, same enzymes 
exhibit a prolonged perturbation in their synthesis. A discontinuous 
mode of synthesis for three enzymes was observed over two generations 
even in the asynchronous controls. Nitchison concluded that nearly 
all the enzymes so studied in .ohizosaccharomyces r,ombe are synthesized 
continuously during the cell cycle. Only one genuinely discontinuously 
synthesized enzyme was discovered, and that was Thymidinamonophosphate 
(ip) kinase. 
The accharonyces cerevisiae cell cycle has been studied using 
the gradient selection method (Tauro, Halvorson and Epstein, 1968; 
Cox and Gilbert, 1970; Halvorson, Carter and Tauro, 1971b). The 
predictions of the linear reading model were borne out for a variety 
of enzymes. No asynchronous controls were carried out. 
iv) Membrane Elution: 
IL very powerful technique for studying the bacterial cell cycle 
has been developed (Helmatetter and Cummings, 1963; 1964). Exponentially 
growing cells were bound to a millipore filter, which was then inverted, 
and new born cells eluted from the surface of the filter. Successive 
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fractions of the eluate were studied directly (nelmetetter, 1967; 
Helmatetter and Cooper, 1968), or alternatively young cells were 
collected and used to establish synchronous cultures. Both methods 
have been used to study the potential for synthesis of -Galactosidaae, 
tryptonhanaae and D-Serine deaminase (Pato and Glaser, 1968); the 
results from either approach were identical. 
The method has proved to be extremely powerful in the analysis 
of DNA replication during the bacterial cell cycle (llelmstetter, 1967; 
Helmatetter and Cooper, 1968; Cooper and Helastetter, 1968). 
The analysis of the potential for enzyme syntheis during the cell 
cycle (Heimatetter, 1968; Pato and Glaser, 1968) has produced Un-
expected results for D-Serine deaminase potential, as detailed above. 
The analysis of endogenous ATCase activity during the cell cycle 
.eil:Luo, 1(5) h.•.. 	 -it 	-i' 	is synthesised contin- 
:ritcr tii diciti.ou3i. iCI'I this Isolated finding 
requires further investigation. 
Unless specifically adapted, (Cummings, 1965; 1970) the method 
is limited to small numbers of cells and to one bacterial strain 
(i:;. coil B/r 1:.TCC 12407). 
d) 	zonal iractionation; 
Conventional approaches to the cell cycle have involved 
manipulations (e.g., isotope incororation, enzyme inductions etc.) 
upon synchronised, and possibly perturbed, populations. 
Heimstett.r (above) has carried out such manipulations on the 
asynchronous, steady state, unperturbed population. He then examined 
the progeny of the original population, thus permitting a retrospective 
analysis of its members. 
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Zonal separation of cells into size classes allows the asyn-
chronous population to be directly examined. Following enzyme induction 
and/or isotope uptake, the population can be chilled, killed, collected, 
concentrated and finally separated into aise classes. This separation 
is achieved by sedimentation velocity centrifugation through a suitable 
density gradient. Most commonly a sucrose gradient is used. 
The technique is applicable to a wide variety of organisms 
and tissue culture cells (Iiitchison, 1971), and is potentially capable 
of handling large numbers of cells. 
The method assumes that, for example, enzyme activities do not 
change during the course of the size fractionation; or that the osmotic 
effect of the density gradient does not affect, for example, cell 
membrane proteins. It further assumes that separation is purely on 
a cell size basis, and that cell size and cell age are closely 
correlated (see Discussion). 
Size fractionation of E. coli on sucrose 'radients prepared 
in conventional centrifuge tubes has been only rarely used 
(Kubitachek, Bethigkeit and Loken, 1967;Nanor and Haselkorn, 1967; 
Inouye and Pardee, 1970). The method resolves the bacteria poorly 
and Is limited by the small numbers of cells which can be loaded 
upon a small tube gradient. 
Anderson et al (Anderson, Barringer, Cho, Nunley, Babelay, 
Canning and Rankin Jr., 1966) have pioneered the developement of 
high capacity, low speed, zonal rotors. These cylindrical rotors 
can be pro-loaded, whilet spinning, with a large gradient (1300nls), 
and are capable of resolving more cells, more effectively than 
conventional tube gradients. The use of the zonal rotor is described 
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explicitly under Xaterials and Methods. 
Zonal fractionation of asynchronous populations of Saocharoyces 
cereviaiae has been achieved with some substantial success (Sebastian, 
Carter and Halvorson, 1971). These workers have resolved budding 
yeasts into discrete, and equally homogeneous, size classes; mean 
cell volume more than doubled across the rotor. They have also shown 
that patterns of OTAaae, oc-glucosidase and 3-galactosidase activity 
during the cell cycle, were identical in both synchronous cultures 
and zonal fractionated cells (Sebastian, Carter and Halvorson, 1971; 1973). 
Ribosomal RNA synthesis has also been studied in both zonal fractions 
and synchronous cultures, and again the data was almost identical in 
either experimental approach (Sogin, Carter and Halvorson, 1974). 
Tan et al (Tan, Hartmann, Guntermann, fluttermann and Kuhlwein, 1974) 
have fractionated Myxobcter AL-1 using a Beckman T115 high speed 
zonal rotor. Their data is less clear than that obtained for budding 
yeasts, above. The synthesis of oc-glucosidase during the Nyxobacter 
cell cycle has been studied (Guntermrnin, Tan and Huttermann, 1975)9 
and was found to oscillate during the cycle. No clear interpretation 
can be made of this isolated observation. 
E. coli K12 has been fractionated using an A-type, low speed, 
zonal rotor (Beck and Park, 1976). The activity of three murein 
hydroiasea during the cell cycle of this strain was studied. No clear 
conclusions can be drawn from the data, since insufficient details 
of the efficiency of size and age resolution were given. 
Much of this thesis is devoted to developing the technique of 
zonal fractionation of .coil B/i,, in an attempt to cnilyso temporal 
events in the unperturbed cell cycle. 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 
1 	Bacterial Strains and Media: 
The strain of E. coli used was supplied by C.E.Helmstetter - 
E. coli B/r APOC 12407. 
The afimbriate B/1-,- :. coli B/r fim - was derived from a 
laboratory strain by K. Begg. 
In all experiments the cells were grown in the minimal salts 
medium described by lieimetetter (Heiinstetter, 1967), containing 
0.2% glycerol as a carbon source. 
2 	M.onitoriz Cell Growth: 
Celia were crown at 37°C on a New Brunswick gyrotatory shaker 
in a thermostatically controlled warm roan. 
Cell growth was monitored by measuring the optical density of 
the culture at 540nin. A Zeiss PMQII, or Huger spectrophotcineter 
(Huger and Watts Ltd.,London), was used. 
Cell number was estimated using a Coulter electronic particle 
counter model A, equipped with a 30m orifice tube (Coulter Zlectronics # 
Great Miseenden, Herte.). Cell samples were diluted for counting into 
a filtered electrolyte (0. NaCl, 0.0w NaN3 ). Particle counts were 
maintained between 10,000 and 30,000, and background counts kept 
always below 500. 
3 	Cell Si ze Distributions: 
In the absence of reliable electronic particle size measuring 
instruments (Harvey and Marr, 1966; Harvey, 1968; Kubitschek, 1969), 
photomicrography provided an accurate alternative (Teather, Collins 
and Donachie, 1974). 
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Fixed cells were immobilised on a thin film of 1. 2 agar on a 
microscope slide. Celia were examined by phase contrast microscopy 
and photographed using a Zeiss IJitraphot microscope. 
The film negatives were projected onto a screen using an enlarger, 
and the cell lengths measured manually. At least 200 cells were measured 
for each distribution. 
Samples, similarly prepared for microscopy, were used for scoring 
the percent divided celia in the population. 
4 	Inhibition of Bacterial Growth : 
Specific inhibitors of cell division, and of protein and D!TA 
synthesis, were routinely used at the following final concentrations:- 
Benzylpenicillin BP (sodium salt) (Solupen: Dista products Ltd., 
Livor000l) at 20 or 60 units/ml (1665 units/mg). 
Chloramph.niool (Grade B, Calbiochem) at 200 t-, n/ml 
Nalidixic Acid (Winthrop laboratories, Newcastle) at 20 4V/ml 
Occasionally, sodium aside at O.0 final concentration was 
used as a growth inhibitor. 
A 
 
0.4 formaldehyde solution, in the minimal medium, was used 
to store cells prior to photomicrography or cell number estimations. 
Cells thus fixed could be stored for several days at 4°C without 
loss of particle counts. 
5 	zadioisotope Incorporation and Counting Procedures: 
The rate of DNA synthesis was measured by the incorporation 
of methyl 3H-thymidine (o Ci/mmol: the Radiochemical Centre, Ameraham), 
MM 
into Trichloroacetic acid ('rcA) precipitable material, following a 
short pulse (1-2 minutes). The radiochemical was added at 5 or 0.5 
tic i/mi. 
The rate of protein synthesis was measured by the incorporation 
of L-.4,5-34.-leucine (43 Ci/mmoi) into TC precipitable material, 
following a short pulse (1-4 minutes). The radiochemical was added 
at I 11Ci/al p1118 unlabelled L-leucirie at 0.01-1.0 i/ml. 
lternatively, 14C L-leucine (34.2 mCi/oi) was used at 5 4i/ml; 
or 353-.wethionine (385 Ci/mnoi) at 0.1-20 tiCi/l plus 0.05 uge of 
unlabelled methionine per ml, wan used. 
Where gel electrophoresis was to follow, labelling was always 
chased for 3 minutes with unlabelled amino acid at 200 'n/ml, 80 
that only completed polypeptide chains were labelled. 
Incorporation of isotope was terminated either by addition of 
cold TCA containing 100 gm/ml of unlabelled precursor, or, where 
necessary, by addition of the relevant antibiotic. 
For measuring incorporation of isotope, samples of labelled cells 
were applied to T filter paper discs (2.4 an diameter, Whatman). Up to 
50 "is of cells were applied. The discs were washed twice with cold 
5 'rCA (containing excess of unlabelled precursor) for 30 minutes, 
and once in cold 80,7'ethanol. They were then dried and placed in 5 mis 
of a 0.9;" solution of'Butyl-PBD (.-(4 ' -ter t-!utylphenyl )-5-(4"-Biphenyl)-
1,3,4-Oxadiamole)(Ciba, Cambridge, 1 ngland) in toluene, and counted 
in a Packard Tri-Carb liquid scintillation counter. 
Larger volumes of labelled cells (o.i-i.o niis) were precipitated 
with cold i 'rCA (containing excess unlabelled precursor) and collected 
by filtration on a 0.45 'rn millipore filter. 'Precipitates were washed 
twice with cold 	'rCA and once with cold 8Q' ethanol. The filters 
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were then dried and counted as described above. 
For counting mixtures of 14C and 37 isotopes, the scintillation 
counter was adjusted such that loss than 0.1k' of tritium spilled over 
into the 14  C channel. The spillover of 14C into the tritium channel 
was 1Y,. 
6 	1(acromol.cular 'Estimations and Enmvme asys: 
Protein,: 
This was estimated in whole cello by the method of Lowry (Lowry 
at al, 1951). 
D-Galpctoaidase: 
Synthesis of the enzyme was induced with IPYG (Sigma: isopropyl-
{3'-D-thiogalactopyranoeide) at 1ON final concentration. The 10M 
stock solution in water, was sterilised by autoclaving at 10 Pounds per 
square inch pressure for 10 minutes. 
The enzyme was assayed essentially according to Loomis and 
liagasanik (Loomis and Magaaanflc, 1964). 
Suitable aliquots of cells, diluted to 1 ml total volume, were 
added to a mixture of 0.8 mis of 12 reducing buffer (below), 0.2 mis 
of CikB (BDB, Poole, Dorsett Cetyl- trims tbyl- anonium bromide) at 
I m/ml, and 10 itle of a If" solution of sodium deoxycholate. 
(The PP12 reducing buffer we prepared as follows: - 
Na2RP04 5.1 	 16.8 gmat H0 950 mis: 10 min of 10AM 
MgSO4 . 2 ala of 10! PnSO4 . 6.8 mis of fLmercaptoethsnol:  plus 
water to a final volume of 1 litre.) 
Samples were kept on ice for at least 30 minutes, or overnight at 
0 4 C, without loss of enzyme activity. 
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For assay, samples were preincubated at 28 0C for 5 minutes, and 
the reactfon commenced by timed additions of 0.6 mis of the substrate, 
OG (Sigma: 	trophenyl-,-D-galactopyrnoeide) prepared at fl5 
in the m1nil  salts medium. 
I hen sufficient yellow colour had developed the reaction was 
terminated with 1.3 mis of IN Na2CO3
, 
and the time of incubation 
noted. The colour was stable for several hours, or overnight at 4 °C. 
Cell debris was centrifuged off and the extinction at 420nm 
was measured@ Enzyme unite were expressed in terms of E4Sml  of cells/ 
minute of incubation. 
c) 	Tr Yptonhanase 
The enzyme was induced with 1 m/ml of L-tryptophen  
The assay was performed according to Gartner and Riley (Gartner 
and Riley, 1965). 
0.1 mis of celle,in a 0.111! potassium phosphate buffer, pH 7.0, 
containing 0.0IM glutathione, were treated with a drop of toluene. 
Samples were retained on ice for no longer than threc hours. Trior 
to assay, excess toluene was removed by blowing air gently over the 
surface of the samples. After preincubation (i-s minutes) at 37 0C, 
timed additions of 0.5 mis of prewarmed substrate were made to each 
sample. The substrate was a mixture of 0.5 m/ml L-tryptophan and 
55 pi/ml pyridoxal phosphate (Calbiochem, Grade A) in 0.1 M 
potassium phosphate buffer, pH 7.0. Incubation was continued for 
30 minutes, and then terminated by addition of 2.3 mis of a solution 
of 4- dime thylamino cinnamaldebyde (BM): the solution contained 233 
ms of reagent in 70 m].s of 9" ethanol plus 10 mis of concentrated 
hydrochloric acid. 
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Ma-iai= colour developed after 20-30 minutes and was stable 
for 1 hour, during which time the extinction at 625 was measured 
against a no-cell blank. 
nzyiae unite were expressed in terms of E625/0s  1 ml of cells! 
30 minutes of incubation. 
d) 	rime Jan4nas: 
The enzyme was induced with 150 in/ml of D-Serine. The assay 
was performed according to McFall (McFall, 1964). 
094 mis of cells in 0.0"01 potassium phosphate buffer, p} 7.4, 
were toluenisod as described for the tryptophanase assay. 
After treincubation of the samples at 37°C, 0.1 ml of D-eerine 
substrate (10 mga/ai1 in buffer) was added, and incubation continued 
for 20 minutes. 
The reaction was stopped by addition of 0.9 *la of a solution 
of 2-4-dini trophenylhydrazine (0.17 mm/ml) in 1, 2N Rd. • The mixture 
was allowed to stand for a further 20 minutes at room temperature, 
and then 1.7 mis of 2. 5N NaC! was added. 
The extinction at 520nm was measured (within 3,50 minutes) against 
a no-cell blank. 
7 	Cell Separation in the Zonal flotr: 
a) 	Intoductions 
xponentially growing cells were resolved into size classes 
by sedimentation velocity centrifugation in a sucrose gradient 
preformed in an A type, low speed, zonal rotor (11"11 ,London). The 
technique has been used for separation of bacterial (Beck and Park, 
1976), yeast (Sebastian, Carter and Halvorson,, 1971; 1973), and mammalian 
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cello (.arzsley and Pasternak, 1970; 'armsley, Phillips and Pasternak, 
1970). 
Two approaches were used in this thesis. In one, isotore incor-
poration and enzyme inductions were performed on the steady state, 
exponentially growing population, which was then killed, the dead cells 
fractionated, and the fractions analysed. 
The second approach involved fractionation of live cello. Small 
coils were recovered from the gradient and were subcultured, to 
provide a synchronously dividing population (i'iitchison and Vincent, 
1965). Enzyme inductions and isotope incorooratione were then performed 
on aliquots withdrawn from the synchronous culture. 
b) 	Fractiomtion of Antibiotic treated Cells: 
t) Pretreatment and Harvesting of Cells : 	1so See Appendix 
One litre cultures of cells were grown for 15-20 generations 
until reaching an optical density (5407) of C. 0.1; about 10 a cells 
i'er ml. 
Prior to harvesting the cells, the desired induction and labelling 
regimes were performed, and the appropriate antibiotics added. Enzyme 
inductions were usually of 5-10 minutes duration. 
Cells were then rapidly chilled and concentrated by centrifugation, 
or more rapidly by filtration (Millipore, 0.45 im pore size, 142 mm 
diameter filter). 
The cells were then suspended in 25-30 mis of cold 	sucrose,, 
prepared in the growth medium and supplemented with the appropriate 
antibiotics. This suspension was briefly sonicated (.2z1 second at 
setting 6; !4SE sonicator, NSE London) to disrupt any large clumps of 
cells. 
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ii) Loadirj the prrdient: rlication of the cell susi'ension 
?ractionation: collection of Faction: 	Also See Appendix 
5-1 9, sucrose gradient (?repared in the growth medium and 
containing the necessary antibiotics) was loaded into the rotor 
spinning at 400-600 r.p.m. at 4 °C. The gradient was delivered from  
a gradient device by means of a Watson-Marlov peristaitic pump. 
The cell suspension was applied, followed by an overlay of 
50-100 mis of i( sucrose. 
Acceleration of the rotor to 2,500-3,000 r.p.m. achieved the 
desired fractionation within 20-40 minutes. Subsequently, the rotor 
was decelerated, without braking, to 400-600 r.p.me and the gradient 
displaced slowly (about 50 mis/minute) into 20 ml fraction tubes on 
ice. 
These steps are detailed explicitly in the following figures. 
FIGURE 2. 
Cross sectional diagram of the zoria]. rotor. 
The feed head assembly permits delivery of fluid 
to the rotor chamber via a high-speed, rotating 
fluid seal. 
Fluid can be delivered to the centre, or edge 
of the rotor chamber (arrows). 
Cross sectional detail of the fluid feed 
channels at the rotor centre. 
Plan of the base of the rotor chamber. Fluid 
to the rotor edge passes along channels under the 
four sector blades. Fluid to the centre emerges 
along channels in the central perspex turret. 
CFL - Centre feed line 
CPT - Central perspex turret 
EFL - Edge feed line 
PEA - Feed head assembly 
PS - Fluid seal 
LPP - Lower perspx plate 
RC - Rotor chamber 
RS - Rotor spindle 
IWP - Upper perspex plate 
• - denotes rubber 'O'-ring seals 
It. 



















rotor volijc in mis 
(FIuR. 
These uepict oper&tion of the zonal rotor. To 
illustrate procedures a quadrant of the rotor is 
shown, together with & graphical representation. 
The rotor volume is 1300 mis. The sucrose gradient 
is -15, and linear with respect to rotor volume.) 
FIGURE 3. (above) 
Light sucrose was pumped to the rotor edge from 
a gradient device. The rotor was spinning at )00-
600 r.p.m. 
FIL: i. 
The light sucrose was pro, -ressively displaced 
towards the rotor centre by heavier sucrose 





The cell suspension was applied at the top of 
the gradient by reversing the direction of 
pumping. Heavy sucrose was withdrawn from the 
rotor edge, and the cell suspension drawn into 
the rotor at the centre. 




An overlay of 1Z sucrose was applied in the 
same way as the cell suspension. 
i:: 
0 	 1300 
FIGURE 7. 
After 20-40 minutes at 2,5 00-3,000 r.p.m., the 
cells had migrated some way through the gradient. 
Fraction Tube: 
'JL ._ 
fter deceleration to 400-600 r.p.m., the contents 
of the rotor were dlsplaced through the centre 
feed line by pumping 30 sucrose to the rotor 
edge. 
20 ml fractions were collected. 
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iii) LflalY318 of the Fractions: 
Celia were routinely centrifuged out of the sucrose and re-
suspended in a suitable medium, at a nuitable cell density. This 
largely depended on subsequent procedures; where -galactooidase 
was to be assayed, the cells were resuspended in 0.95 saline at 
about 1-10 x i08 cello/mi. For the assay of tryptophanasa, the phosphate-
glutathone buffer was used, and the cells were at a density of 
10-100 x 108/mi. 
Aliquots of these fractions were suitably diluted into 1(V 
TCA for rihsequent scintillation counting; into Mr formaldehyde/growth 
medium for cell counts and photomicrography; and aliquots were also 
taken for enzyme assays. Optical density was measured directly, or 
where necessary,, on suitably diluted samples. 
a) 	The sucrose Grndj.ent: 	AlSO See Appendix 
Two types of sucrose gradient were used. One was a linear 
gradient, delivered from a conventional, two chambered, gradient 
device (Britten and Roberta, 1960). In the rotor, such a gradient, 
though linear with rotor volume was not linear with reaiect to rotor 
radius (Figure 9). 
The second gradient used was delivered from a gradient device 
consisting of a large conical flask containing I litre of V sucrose. 
The flask was tightly sealed with a rubber bung, through which two 
tubes passed. One tube allowed sucrose to be ptmred out of the flask, 
whence heavy sucrose from a resevoir was sihd into the flask 
through the second tube. The reoeyoir contained 1300 mls of 2Q 
sucrose. : magnetic stirrer in the conical flask allowed the sucrose 
solutions to be mixed. 
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rotor volume In mis 
1 	 10 
rotor ra5.ius In crr' 
FIGt1R2 9. 
LoadinF the zonal rotor with 	5-14 sucrose 
gradient, delivered from a conventional, two-
chambered gradient device. 
The sucrose concentration across the rotor is 
shown, plotted ag1nst rotor volume (A) and rotor 
radius (B). 













5CC 	1000 130C 
rotor volume in mis 
12 	16 
rotor radius in cm 
FIGURE IC. 
Loading the zonal rotor with a 5-15 sucrose 
gradient delivered fron the gradient device 
described in the text. 
The sucrose concentration across the rotor Is 
shown, plotted against rotor volume (A) and 
rotor radius (B). 
The sample and overlay are shown. 
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In the rotor, such a gradient proved to be linear with respect 
to rotor radius, but not rotor volumv (Figure 10). 
The latter system was generally chosen, being more convenient 
in use. 
d) 	Preparation of 3ychronoua Cultures: Also See Appendix 
Exponentially growing cells were fractionated at 200C In the 
manner described above. However, a 3- linear (with respect to volume) 
gradient was used, as the fractionation was achieved in about half 
the time. 
20 ml fractions were again collected (the gradient was displaced 
at about 100 ml/minute) and one judged to contain suitably small cells 
was inoculated into 150-500 mis of prewarmed growth medium. The resulting 
culture usually had a starting cell density of about 2 x 10 cells/mi, 
and these divided synchronously for at least two generations. 
Aliquots were withdrawn at intervals from the culture and pulsed 
or pulse-chased with radioisotope, or induced for the synthesis of 
certain enzymes, as previously described. 
Subsequent analyses were identical to those described above. 
S 	One-Dimensional Sodium Dodecyl Sulphate-Polyacryla.jde Col 
'[lectrotthoresia: 
a) 	Preparation and running the gel: 
Slab gels were routinely used. Pull details of the apparatus 
have already been described (Studier, 1973). 
Briefly, the gel mix was allowed to polymerise in a mould 
consisting of two glass plates (16 x 18 can) held 1 mm apart by perspex 
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strips along three edges. The assembly was clipped together and sealed 
with vacuum grease and agar. 
Before polymerisation of the gel had occurred , a perepex comb 
was inserted into the top free edge of the mould. Its removal, after 
polymerisation, left wells in the gel into which samples could be 
loaded. 
For electrophoresis, the comb and bottom parapet spacer were 
removed. The glass plate/gel sandwich was clipped into an electrophoresis 
tank such that both the bottom and top edges of the gel were in 
contact with electrode buffer. The sample wells were filled with 
electrode buffer. 
The samples, in 2O glycerol, were introduced into the wells, 
below the surface of the buffer, through a fine syringe needle. The 
glycerol stabilised each sample at the bottom of the sample well. 
Electrodes in the upper and lower buffer tanks allowed passage 
of current through the gel. The samples migrated towards the anode. 
Denaturing gels (containing sDs) were used, in which polypeptides 
were separated on the basis of molecular weight (Laemmli, 1970). 
A discontinuous, Davis-ornatejn system, was used (Davis, 1964; 
Ornstein, 1964; Maurer, 1971). 
This system incorpo: rated the following components:- 
Th 
The following three separating gels were used 
acrylamide (BDH) 
0.1 bieacrylamide CNN '-methylonebisacrylemide: BDH) 
1 Q acrylamide 	 1 acrylamide 
0. 27 bisacrylamide 	 0. 094> bisacrylamide 
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The running gel buffer was 0.375 N Tn e-HC1, p1! S.S. 
The acry].amide-bisacrylid-bu.ffer mixture was degassed under 
vacuum, and 3DT3 was added to give a final concentration of 0.1%. 
The polymerising , catalysts were moniw persulthate and TID 
(N ,N,N' N '-tetrame thylet ylen.di'nnie; Rocb-Lii t Laboratories), both 
at 0.029 final concentration. 
The mixture was poured into the mould described above and gently 
over].ayed with I ml of water. Polymerisation took 20-40 minutes. 
The running gel (separating gel) was usually about 12-13 an 
long. 
.Ih. 
After the separating gel had polymerised, the water overlay 
was poured off and the stacking gel (3 cm long) was poured on top. 
In all cases this gel consisted of - 
acrylamide 
0.08 bisacrylamide 
0,0625 M Trie-flC1 buffer pH 6.8 
1 	)3 
This gel was polymerised in the same way as the separating el. 
The perapex comb was inserted into the stacking gel and removed 
0mbe polymerisation was complete (about 60 minutes). 
O1f2d& kaSf.tr 
0.025 M Trio-glyoine 	8.3 
0.1% US 
0. 1 -mercaptoethanol 
fatr  
0.0625! Trio-Hcl i1 6,3 
3%, SDS 
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20, '  
51 i:-inercaptoe thanol 
0.0011 branophenol blue, as tracking dye. 
Proteins :ore digested in the sample buffer by incubation at 
1000C for 4 minutes 
¶ihe /0. 13 gel was used for analysis of RNA polymerase subunits. 
In this case pelleted whole cells were digested in the sample buffer 
prior to electrophoresis. 
Analysis of the call membrane proteins required prior 'iuriuication 
of cell membranes (below). The membranes were digested in the sample 
buffer at 1000C for 4 minutes and electrophoresed on the 1 C/0. uI or 
16/0.094' Colo. 
rlectrophoreais was carried out at roan temperature, at 6- 20 mampe 
for 10-20 hours. 
The functions of the stacking gel and separating gel are amply 
described elsewhere (Maurer, 1971). Basically, a localised gradient 
of ionic mobilities in the stacking gel results in the concentration 
of the sample proteins into a tightly compacted band. In the separating 
gel the various protein species are separated according to molecular 
weight. 
b) 	Fixing and Staining the gel: 
After electrophoresis, the gels were stained as follows:- 
A period of 10 minutes fixing in 4V methanol/i' acetic 
A period of 15 minutes staining in the above solution 
containing 0* 1% Coomassie Blue. 
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iii. Thveral hours deat*ining in successive rinses of 7' acetic 
aoi4/11 methanol, 
ll operations were carried out at 37°C. 
Scanning of the stained gels was performed using a Vitatron 
TLD 100 densitneter (Dieren, Holland). 
o)&(11_8cular V.ip)t Deterjnptjons: 
The sethod described by Weber and Osborn (Weber and Osborn, 
1969) was used. 
Standard proteins of known molecular weight were electrophoreeed 
under the same conditions as the protein samples under investigation. 
The proteins used as standards were - 
PhosThorylaee A of molecular weight 92,000 
Bovine Serum Albumin 	" 	" 68,000 
Ovalbumin 	 42,000 
Carbonic nhydraae 	 " 29,000 
P-lactolobulin 	 " 18000 
d) 	$1ioin. SolublUeption and Rsdiopotive coiintin of the gel t  
The relevant track was carefully cut from the slab gel manually 
using a sharp razor bldo. For transverse aectioninr of the track, it 
was first frozen at --2100C. It we then sectioned into I mm slices 
using either a Tilokie gel slicer (me Mickle Laboratory 1ngineering 
Company, Gcnshail, Surrey) or a stack of 150 razor blades, held 1 mm 
apart by perepex spacers. 
The gel slices were solubilised by gentle shaking rt 37°C, over-
night, in a water-tolerant scintilmant, containing a tissue solubiliser. 
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This scintillant contained - 
720 mis toluene 
2.38 gnw 1'C (295, Diphenyloxazole; 3ia) 
80.8 agas PPCP 0 ,4,-bie...(2(4-.metbyl-5-ph.nyloxazoly1))-benzen.; 
Packard). 
7.2 mis i>: SD3 
80 mis $oluene350 (Packard). 
The radioactivity was counted in a Packard Tri-Carb liquid 
scintillation counter. 
e) 	Drying the aels an4 utoradioIapDhy; 
The distribution of isotope in slab gels was also studied on 
autoradiograms. 
Gels were placed on a sheet of Wbatman 39K filter paper, and 
dried under vacuum, over a steam bath, (Bonner and Laskey, 1974). 
For autoradiography, the dried gel was placed next to a sheet 
of Kodak Blue Brand medical X-Ray film, BB54, and tightly clamped 
between two glass plates* This assembly was retaine4 in the dark, 
at roan temperature, for several clays. 
The autoradiogrem was developed using Xay and Baker Polycon. 
9 	Two 	 ?oliperylamjde pel electz'ohoresie: 
Crude cell lysatea were analysed by this method, which has already 
been described in detail (O'Farrell, 1975). 
a) 	The FiratDlmenaion - Isoelectric Focusing : 
Proteins were resolved, in the first dimension, upon rod gels 
on the basis of their iaoe1ectric points. 
The samples for isoelectric focusing were prepared as follows:-
The cell or membrane pellet was first digested in the SD8-sample buffer 
described above. To this, an equal volume of ly-sia buffer was added. 
The lysis buffer contained 
9.5 14 urea 
ZC Nonidet P-40 (BDH) 
Ampholinea (196% of pH range 5-7: 0.4% of pH range 3-10: LICB) 
5% 3-mercaptoethanol 
The urea concentration in the sample buffer/lysis buffer mixture 
was finally adjusted to 9 1.1. 
The isoelectric focusing gels were prepared as follows:-
he gel mix contained 
5.5 gee urea 
1.33 mis of acrylamide stock (21543W, acrylamide/ 1. 26' bisacrylainide) 
2 mis of a 1 solution of Nonidet P-40 
1.97 mis of ff20 
0.4 mis anipholines, pH 5-7 
0.1 ml ampholinee pH 3-10 
The gel mix was degassed and the polymerising catalysts (above) 
were added. 
The mix was loaded into glass tubes sealed at the bottom with 
paraflim. Each was overlayed with 8 M urea and left for 1-2 hours. The 
urea was then removed from the top of the polymerised gel and replaced 
with 20 ul of iysie buffer, which was overlayed with water. The gels 
were allowed to stand for a further 1-2 hours. The parafila was then 
removed, and the glass tubes containing the gels were then placed in 
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a standard rod gel electrophoresis apparatus. The water and ].ysia 
buffer was then removed from the top of each gel. The sample was then 
applied, followed by 10 4 of sample overlay solution (this contained 
9 * urea and 1,,' an&pholines, being 0* in the pH range 5-7, and 0.2 
in the ph range -io). The upper portion of the gel tubes and the 
upper resovoir of the slectrophoresie tank were then both filled 
with degassed 0.02 11 NaC. The lower resevoir was filled with 0.01 K 
H3PO4• 
Electrophoresis was carried out at 400 volts for 17 hours. 
b) 	The Second 	eusiqp: 
The rod gels were removed from the glass tubes. Iach was then 
layered on top of a discontinuous, SDS-polyacrylamide slab gel. All 
components of this system were as described above. A 1 6/0. 094% gel 
was used. The rod gel was sealed to the slab gel by a solution of 
1, agaroses 
lectrophoreaia was carried out at 10 mampa for 15 hours. The 
resulting gel was stained, dried and exposed for autoradiography as 
described above. 
10 	Preparation of ppll Iienbrnnes: 
Bacterial membranes were prepared from sonicated cells by 
differential centrifugation, largely according to Fox (Fox, Carter 
and Kennedy, 1967). 
All manipulations were carried out at 4 
0
C. 
Cells were pelleted by centrifugation at 6,000 g for 5 minutes. 
The coils were washed once in a 10 aK Tris-liCi buffer, pH 7. L, containing 
5 aL. 	. and I x. -mercaptoethaol, and finally resuspended in the 
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ae buffer. 
Celia were lyeed by sonication (MSE sonicator, XE, London: 
setting 6 9 3 x 15 second bursts), and unbroken cells and cell debris 
were pelle ted at 12,000 g for 10 minutes. 
The resulting supernatant was centrifuged for 40-60 minutes at 
100,000 g in a Beckman L2-65B preparative ultracentrifuge. The resulting 
membrane pellet was washed in the above buffer, centrifuged again, 
and finally resuspended in a suitable volume (20-200 ill) of the 5B5 
sample buffer. The membrane proteins were digested in this buffer at 
100°C for 4 minutes. Samples were then analysed by SDS-polyacrylamide 
gel electrophoresie, as described above. 
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RLSULT 
1 	Balanced Growth of E. coil B/r: 
In order to study cells under defined and reproducible conditions, 
bacterial cultures were routinely maintained in exponential growth 
for fifteen or more generations. Under such conditions, cells were in 
balanced growth. This has been defined by Campbell (Campbell, 1957), 
who states that "growth is balanced over a time interval if, during 
the interval, every extensive property of the growing system increases 
by the same factor. 
Figure 11 illustrates this for three "extensive properties" of a 
culture of E. colt B/r. 
ubitechek (Kubitachek, 1971) has considered balanced growth 
in terms of a constant cell size distribution in the exponential 
population. Lt culture densities greater than 6 x 1O 7 cells/ml, the 
cells became smaller, and growth was no longer balanced. It has not 
been possible to confirm those observations in this laboratory. 
However, growing cultures were, whenever possible, harvested for 
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FIGURE 11: 
Balanced growth of E.coli B/r ATCC 12407.
Cells were grown in the minimal salts medium, using 
glycerol as the carbon source. 
A suitably diluted inoculum was chosen such that ex-
ponential growth continued for more than fifteen gen-
erations. 
Cell counts, protein estimations and 0.D 50 were 
measured on 0.083t sodium azide treated aliquots of 
the culture. 
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2 	;eparation of E. coli Dir into size class: Also See appendix 
a) 	Zonal Centrifugation of xionentially Growing Cells: 
The procedure for separation of exponentially growing cells 
into size classes has been described in detail in the previous 
section. 
Figure 12 illustrates a typical fractionation, incorporating 
the procedures discussed below. It can be seen that the mean cell 
length increased continuously across the rotor, although a two-fold 
increase was not seen. Fractions containing the larger cells were 
significantly contaminated with smaller cells. 
Certain practical measures were evolved to keep this contamination 
to a minimum. 
It seemed likely that cells would tend to form clumps in the 
dense suspension applied to the rotor. To reduce this tendency, rarely 
more than loll  total cells were applied. The suspension was also 
briefly sonicated (2 xl second at setting 6: !4SE sonicator) prior 
to application to the gradient. 
The absence of fimbriae might conceivably further reduce the 
tendency of cells to form clumps. Figure 13 shows a fractionation 
of E. coli B/r fim 
The inclusion of 60 units/ml of benzylpenicillin blocked cell 
division in the asynchronous population (Schwarz, Asmus and frank, 
1969). (The ebloramphenicol, which was routinely added, blocked 
protein synthesis and thus cell elongation.) In so doing, the con-
tamination of larger cells with small cells could be reduced in the 
zonal fractions. The effect upon mean cell length, for the fim strain, 
10 indicated in Figure 13a. Penicillin was also included in the experi-
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FIGURE 12: ntihiotic treated cells were separated on 
the zonal rotor as described in the text. The cell 
lengths In selected fractions were measured photoraicro-
graphically. 
a Kean cell length across the rotor 
b length distribution of the exponential population 
c Fraction no. 1: mean cell len-th 1.5 pm: coefficient of variati 
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FIGURE 13. Zonal separation of E.coll B/r fim. 
The experimental approach was identical to that for 
figure 12, but for the exclusion of penicillin as a 
block to cell division. Mean cell length across the 
rotor is plotted in figure 13A (t). For comparison, 
figure 13A also shows data from an experiment in which 
penicillin was included (4). 	 - 
The fraction number (fn), and mean cell length (L), for 
each distribution are shown. 
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the afimbriate strain was not resolved any more effectively. 
The nature of the sucrose gradient was found not to be critic--I. 
The 5-15i gradient, linear with rotor radius, gave marginally imroved 
separations and was convenient in use • This gradient was used in all 
cases, unless otherwise specified. 
The rate at wLch the gradient was displaced after fractionation 
was found to be important. Consequently a displacement rate of less 
than 50 ml/minute was used. This minimised turbulence and viscous drag 
in the rotor chamber and fluid channels. 
These various tactics optimised the separations obtained, although 
the data from Figure 12 was rarely improved upon. 
Photographs of small and large cells from a zonal fractionation 
are shown in Plates I and H. 










PLATS I and II. Separation of bacteria in the zona]. rotor. 
Plate I is a photograph of small cells taken from near the 
top of the sucrose gradient. Plate II shown large cells taken from 
near the bottom of the gradient. 
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b) 	Zonal Centrifugation of a mixture of exponential cells and 
penicillin induced filaments: 
The effect of 20 units/al of benmylpenicillin UDOfl E. coli 
B/r is shown in Figure 14. Cell lyaia was evident after about 60 
minutes, as detected by a declining culture turbidity. However, 
during this time mean cell vole had increased by about 60,. 
Figure 15 shows a zonal fractionation of a culture of expo-
nentially growing cells, one half of which had been treated with 
penicillin at 20 units/ml for about 1 generation. Again, mean cell 
length increased continuously across the rotor, but over more than 
a two-fold range. This finding is exploited in a later experiment, in 
an attempt to define events occurring in the latter third of the cell 
cycle. Figure 12 indicates that this portion of the cell cycle is not 
otherwise open to investigation. 
Notice the separate uses of penicillin as a division block in 
these two experimental approaches. In figure 12 the exponential 
population was treated with chioramphenicol. Penicillin was included 
to prevent any further cell division, which might otherwise occur, 
even in the absence of protein synthesis. This procedure tended to 
reduce the contamination of large cell containing fractions with 
newly divided cells. 
In Pigure 15 the exponential cells were grown in the presence 
of penicillin. Protein synthesis was inhibited after about one gen-
eration (by which time cell elongation had occurred), and the cells 
were harvested and fractionated. This procedure allowed a greater 
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FIGURE 14. 
The effect of low penicillin concentrations upon 
E.coli B/r. 
The arrows indicate the time of addition of 20 units 
per ml of benzylpenjcjiiin to the growing culture. 
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FIGURE j. Zonal separation of a mixture of ex-
ponentially growing cells and penicillin Induced 
filaments. 
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Assessment of the efficiency of Zonal T'ractionation: 
Scoring cell size distributions photicrographically did not 
provide a rapid means of assessing a given zonal separation. 
I. convenient index of mean cell size is the O.D./ceu number 
ratio for a sample of cells in liquid medium. This ratio was found 
to increase continuously across the rotor in the ease way as the 
more laboriously determined mean cell length. (Figure 16). Repeated 
experiments have not allowed a distinction to be drawn between a 
linear or logarithmic increase in cell mass during the cell cycle. 
(Kubitachek, 1969; 1970; this thesis, Figure 18). 
An alternative index of zonal separation was the percent div-
iding cells in each fraction. Figure 16 also shows this parameter 
across the rotor. 
Distribution of cell numbers across the rotor: 
It has been shown, that for 3accharomycea cerevisipe, the 
distribution of cell numbers per fraction across the rotor, corres-
ponds closely to the cell size distribution of the original expo-
nential population (sebastian, Carter and Halvorson, 1971). 




















Size separation in the zonal rotor. 
lcean cell size,and the percent dividing cells,were 
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FIGURE 17. 
Figure 17A shows the cell length distribution 
of the exponential population growing in the minimal-
glycerol medium. 
Figure 17B shows the cells per ml for 
successive fractions across the zonal rotor. 
Photomicrography was performed on cells 
fixed in the formaldehyde/growth medium described. 
Azide treated cells were fractionated on 
the zonal rotor, and cell counts performed directly 
on the fractions obtained. 
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3 	Teter,n1nptjon of Cell 'ge in 72W Practione: 
a) 	Protein and Enzyme Content 
The exponentially growing cell, in balanced growth, would be 
expected to double its every "extensive property' within one generation 
time. If size classes also represent age classes, this expectation 
may be demonstrated in the zonal size separations. 
Figure 16 has shown that cell volume increased across the 
zonal rotor. Figure 18 shows that cellular protein content increased 
similarly. 
The cells (fig. 18) were fully induced for 13-galactoeidase 
syntheil., having been grown for more than fifteen generations 1X-
the presence of 10 M IPTG. Figure 18 shows cellular enzyme content 
across the rotor. (see also Figure la.) The cells were also pulse 
labelled with tritiated leucine for 4 minutes. Incorporation of 
isotope ixto TCA precipitabie material, as a measure of the rate of 
protein synthesis, i8 also shown in Figure 18. 
Clearly, every extensive property has increased continuously 
across the rotor to the same extent as the mean cell volume. 
















































FIGURE 18. Macromolecular syntheses during the cell cycle. 
Cells grown in the presence of 10 3 M IPTG were pulse 
labelled for L. minutes with I pCi/mi of 3H-leucine 
(7 Ci/mmol) plus unlabelled leucine at I ).lgrn/ml. The 
pulse was chased for 3 minutes with 200 p/ml of 
unlabelled leucine, and uptake finally terminated with 
200 pgm/mi of chioramphenicol. Cells were then separated 
In the zonal rotor. 
Enzyme activity, isotope incorporation and mean 
cell size across the rotor are shown. 
Total protein was estimated by the Lowry method 
in a separate experiment. 
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b) 	Cell Cycle Markers: 
It was not possible to chart the temporal order of cell cycle 
events on the basis of any of the above data. Nor was it possible 
to locate precisely the timing of cell division. The use of internal 
eell cycle markers (Nitchison, 1969b) was therefore necessary. 
The changes in rates of DNA, '-galactoeidaee, D-serine deaminaae 
and tryptophanase synthesis, as a function of time in the cell cycle, 
have been defined in E. coil BIT (islmstetter, 1968; Pato and Glaser, 
1968). The data of Helmstetter is schematised in Figure 19. These 
known changes in rates of specific macromolecular syntheses, provide 
useful markers of call age in cell cycle studies. (It is likely, 
however, that the rate change for D-serine deaminase synthesis is 
wrongly placed; see Introduction.) 
These changes in the rates of synthesis of DNA, c3-galactosidaae 
and tryptoohanaso were studied In tonal fractionations of F. cj. 
BIT. The results are shown in Figures 20 and 21. Figure 22 shove 
similar data from an experiment of the type shown in Figure 15. 
It is not easy to relate these markers to the cell division 
cycle. However, if cells of ate 0.0 are assumed to have a call volume 
of 70 0.1)./cell units, then cell age across the rotor can be deduced. 
It is further assumed that the Half-Doubling Time (or Half-Rise Time, 
where a complete rate doubling is not observed) of a given rate change, 
represents the discrete time in the cell cycle at which the rate 
change under study, actually occurred. 
Accordingly, the change in the rate of DNA synthesis was found 
to occur at a cell volume of 115 units, or cell age 0.65 (Figure 20). 
The change in rate of 3-galactosidaee synthesis occurred at cell 
volumes of 95 (Figure 20) and 90 (Figure 21), or at cell ages of 
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FIGURE 19.The temporal order of events in the bacterial 
cell cycle. 
The changes in the rates of synthesis of 
-ga1actosiaase (Lac, D-serine deaminase (Dsd) and 
Tryptophanase (Tna) are shown, relative to both the 
cell division cycle and the DNA replicative cycle. 
(I and T denote initiation and termination of DNA 
replication.) 















































The rates of synthesis of -galactosidase and 
DNA during the bacterial cell cycle. 
Enzyme synthesis in the exponential culture 
was induced for 6 minutes with 10 3 M IPTG, and the 
induction terminated with 200 pn/ml of chioramphenicol. 
During the last 90 seconds of the Induction, 3H-thymidlne 
(25 Ci/mrnol: 5 pCi/mi) was added to the culture. 
Incorporation was terminated with 20 pgm/rnl of nalidixic 
acid. Penicillin was added at 60 units per ml. 
The cells were separated in the zonal rotor. 
Enzyme activity and isotope incorporation in each 
fraction were measured. 
The dotted line represents the mean cell size 
across the rotor, In terms of 0.D./1011 cells. The 
arrows Indicate the cell size at which the changes In 












































The rates of synthesis of -galactosidase and 
tryptophanase during the bacterial cell cycle. 
The synthesis of both enzymes was Induced 
simultaneously for 5 minutes, by addition of I0 3 M 
IPTG and I mgrn/ml of L-try-ptophan, to the exponential 
culture. The inductions were terminated by addition of 
200 pgrn/m1 of chioramphenicol. Penicillin was added at 
60 units/mi. 
The cells were separated in the zonal rotor 
and the enzyme activity in the fractions was assayed. 
The dotted line represents the mean cell size 
across the rotor. The arrows indicate the cell size at 
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FIGURE 22. 
The rate of synthesis of DNA and tryptophanase 
across the rotor: inclusion of penicillin induced 
filaments in the fractionation. 
One half of an exponentially growing culture 
was treated with 20 units/ml of benzylpenicillin for 
about half a generation time. The penicillin treated 
cells were then added to the untreated cells, and the 
Induction and labelling regimes used previously were 
carried out. Chioramphenicol and nalidixic acid were 
added, and the cells were separated in the zonal rotor. 
The rates of DNA, and tryptophariase synthesis, 
and the mean cell size across the rotor are shown. 
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0.35 and 0.29 respectively. The change in rate of trptophqne 
synthesis occured at a cell volume of 110 units, or cell age 0.6 
(Figure 21). 
Cell age cannot be estimated in Figure 22 for the markers shown. 
However, the increase in the rates of synthesis of DNA and tryptophan-
ass occurred simultaneously. 
These data, together with corresponding data from synchronous 
cultures, are discussed later, and compared with the data of Helmatetter. 
c) 	Synchronous Cultures: 
Selection of a discrete size class of cells from a zonal 
fractionation of live coils, end subculturing in fresh medium, 
should produce a synchronous culture (MtcMson and Vincent, 1965; 
Halvorson, Carter and Tauro, 1971b). 
This approach has been used as an indicator of cell age in a 
given zonal fraction. Sebastian at al (Sebastian, Carter and Halvorson, 
1971), have shown that for Sacaharomyces cereridae , selection of 
small cells from a zonal fractionation, yielded a synchronous culture 
which divided after one generation time had elapsed. These were there-
fore young cells. The largest cells, which were also the oldest, 
likewise produced a synchronous culture, but division occurred immed-
iately. 
Beck and Park (Beck and 'ark, 1976) selected small cells from 
a zonal fractionation of E o coli Dii (a K12 strain). These were 
inoculated into fresh medium, and a synchronous culture resulted. 
However, cell division occurred after only 0.65 of a generation. 
Beak and Park concluded that these cells were of age 0.35 to begin 
with. 
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Figures 23, 24 and 25 show synchronous cultures of E. coli B/r. 
The inoculum was taken from near the top of the sucrose gradient, 
and contained the smallest cells* After a brief lag upon reinoculation 
into fresh medium, cell division ensued after 1.0 generation time. The 
inoculum therefore contained cells of age 000, as would be expected. 
4 	The Cell Cycle in Synchronous Cultures: 
a) 	The DNA-Division Cycle: 
The method of zonal separation of exponentially growing cells 
does not permit the relationship between cell cycle markers and cell 
division to be observed. Conventional synchronous cultures, or the 
membrane elution technique of Relmatettar (ilelmatetter and Cooper, 
1968) allow this relationship to be examined. 
He].matetter and Cooper ( Helmatetter and Cooper, 1968; Cooper 
and Helmatetter, 1968; Helmstetter, 1967) have made a thorough study 
of this relationship at various growth rates in the B/r organism 
also studied in this laboratory. They have shown that initiation of 
DNA replication begins a cell cycle in which subsequent cell division 
occurs after approximately 60 minutes. Replication of the chromosome 
takes forty minutes. Cell division occurs twenty minutes after ter 
mination of DNA replication. For cells orrovn in the minimal salts 
medium, containing glycerol as sole carbon source, initiation of 
DNA replication occurs at about cell age 0.6-0.9. 
Synchronous cultures of E. coli B/r were produced as described 
under Materials and Methods. The rate of DNA synthesis in these 
cultures was expressed in terms of the incorporation of tritited 
thjmidine, following a 1 minute !,ulse, into TCtt precipitable material. 
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FIGJRE 23. 
The relationship between cell division, an 
initiation and termination of DNA replication. 
synchronous culture was produced as described 
under Materials and Method. 
Figure 23A shows the rate of D 	synthesis in 
such a culture. Aliquots (Imi) were withdrawn from the 
culture onto 5 iCi (25 Ci/mmol) of 3H-thymidine. After 
1 minute, the isotope incorporation was stopped by 
addition of I ml of 10 TCA containing 200 p.gm/ml of 
unlabelled thymidine. The TCA ppt. was collected on a 
millipore filter and the radioactivity counted. The 
arrow indicates the HUP for the doubling in rate of 
DNA synthesis; this represents initiation (I) of DNA 
replication. 
Figure 23B shows the cells/mi in the synchron- 
ous culture, and in chioramphenicol treated samples, 
(page 51). The time of cell division is indicated as 
DIV. The estimated time of termination of DNA replic-
ation (T) is also shown. 
Plus chloramphenicol . 
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FIGURE 2Lt. 
P-galactosidase and DNA synthesis during 
synchronous growth of E.coli B/r. 
The synchronous culture was produced as 
described previously. Cell division (Dlv) is 
estimated from the cell number curve (.). 
The rate of DNA synthesis () was estimated 
as described in the previous figure. The EDT for 
the rate change is indicated, and the time of its 
occurrence expressed relative to the cell division 
cycle. 
The potential for B-galactosidase (v) 
synthesis was estimated by assaying enzyme activity 
in aliquots induced with 10 3 M IPTO for 8 minutes. 
The IWT for the potential doubling is shifted 6 minutes 
to the right (page 52), and this is indicated together 
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FIGURE 25. 
Enzyme synthesis during synchronous growth 
of E.colj. B/r at 41 0C. 
The synchronous culture was produced as 
previously described, The DNA-Division cycle is 
indicated on the graph. 
Enzyme was induced for 9 minutes in aliquots 
withdrawn from the culture. The potential for 
tryptophanase (Tna) and D-serine deaminase (Dsd) 
synthesis is shown. 
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It was not possible to determine directly the time at which termin-
ation of rounds of replication took place. In order to make this 
determination, aliquots of the synchronous culture were removed at 
timed intervals, onto 200 i&gm/ml final concentration of chioramphen-
icol, and incubation at 37°C continued for 90 minutes. 
Cells which have completed DNA replication will divide in the 
presence of chioramphenicol; those still undergoing DNA replication 
at the time of addition of inhibitor will not divide (Jones and 
Donachie, 1973; ierucci and Helmstetter, 1969). 
At the and of the 90 minute incubation, above, cell numbers were 
determined. The number of cells per ml in the chlorazaphsnicol treated 
samples were plotted, at the time of their addition to chioramphenicol, 
in i?igure 23. Thus the time of termination of DNA replication can be 
determined. 
It was not possible to distinguish between initiation and termin-
ation of iii replication in these cultures. It can only be concluded 
that the initiation/termination event occurs about 20 minutes before 
cell division, and that this event occurs with the same frequency 
as cell division, i.e. every 56 minutes (fig-24): every 50 minutes 
(rig. 	). 
b) 	Cell Cycle ;iarke: 
nzime potential (as an index of the rate of ozyme synthesis), 
and its relation to gene dosage baa been discussed in the Introduction. 
It was noted that this relationship had been established without 
adequate knowledge of the origin and direction of DNA replication. 
Potential for the synthesis of -galactosids.se, tryptophan.ase 
and D-serine deaminee during synchronous growth of E. coli B/r is 
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shown in Figures 24 and 25. 
The Half-Doubling Time (EDT) for the change in rate of DNA 
synthesis is indicated, together with that for cell division. 
The enzyme activity, accumulated during an 6-12 minute induction, 
is plotted at the time of addition of inducer to the cells. It is 
preferable to plot the enzyme activity at the mid-point of its accumu-
lation during the induction period, (Schmidt, 1974a; 1974b). Hence 
the EDT's for the changes in rate of enzyme syntheses are displaced 
5-6 minutes to the right. 
The cell ages at which the various cell cycle events occur 
are shown in Figure 26, together with the corresponding data from  
the zonal rotor. 
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Diagrammatical summary of the timing of cell 
cycle events Investigated in the previous experiments. 
The changes In rates of synthesis of DNA, 
-galactosIdase (pr-,z) , tryptophanase (Tna) and 
D-serine dearninase (Dsd), during the cell cycle are 
shown. The data Is related both to the cell division 
cycle, and the period of DNA replication derived 
from the experiments with synchronous cultures. No 
period could be discerned in which DNA replication 
was not taking place. 
The long, double-headed arrows indicate average 
values derived from the various separate determinations 
made(short arrows). The data derives from both zonal 
fractionations and synchronous cultures. 
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c) 	The aynthesis of RNA. Polymeraae and J3-(alactosidase during 
ynchronoua growth: 
Plate III shows a 5510.1y SDS polyacryiaaide gel separation 
of cell proteins, derived from both induced and uninducad cells. 
3-galactoaidaae had been induced with 10 M IPTG, for aeversl cell 
generations. The gel bands corresponding to I-galactosidase and the 
3 and P subunits of RNA polymerase are indicated. This separation 
technique provides a means to estimate enzyme protein in radioactively 
labelled preparations, (iatzura, Hansen and Zeuthen, 1973). 
Figure 27 shows a control experiment in which the recovery 
of labelled 31' from the gel was related to the amount of lyeate 
applied to the gel. i3' radioactivity represents about 	of the 
total loaded onto the gel. Hatzura at al have called this percentage 
the cc ratio. For pulse-chase labelled preparations it expresses 
the rate of enzyme synthesis as a fraction of the rate of total 
cell protein synthesis. ?4atzura at al derived an a value of about 
lo259 in glucose grown cells of E. coil K12. 
If the total rate of protein synthesis is known, then the 
specific rate of enzyme synthesis can be derived from a knowledge 
of the oc ratio. In synchronous systems, the rate of synthesis per 
ml is more easily interpreted than the a ratio (Mitchison, 1971; 
this thesis, Discussion). 
Since -galactoaidase is readily detected on these /O.1 
gels, its rate of synthesis can be determined easily in pulse-chase 
labelled preparations. The rate of synthesis can also be measured in 
terms of the potential for synthesis. These two methods for determining 
the rate of t3-galactosidaee synthesis are compared in Figure 28, for 
exponentially growing cells. 
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Separation of proteins on a 5/O.1 	3D5-poiyacrylsmide go]. 
Celia were either induced or tininduced for the synthesis of 13-galacto-
sidase. The cells were pe]let.d by centrifugation, digested in the 
SDS sample buffer, and the lysatea examined by gel electrophoresis. 
The uninduced samples are indicated (arrows). The 13 and 3' 













microlitres of lysate applied 
to gel 
FIGURE 27. 
Recovery of purified protein from an SDS-
polyacrylamide gel. 
Exponentially growing cells were pulse labelled 
for 2 minutes with 3H-leucirie (43 Ci/mmol: I iCi/mi) in 
the presence of 0.1 jigm/ml of exogenous unlabelled leucine. 
The Isotope was chased Into completed polypeptide chains 
with 200 pgm/ml of exogenous unlabelled leucine. Incor-
poration of leucine was terminated with 200 pgm/ml of 
chioramphenicol. The cells were pelleted, washed and 
digested in SDS-sample buffer. Aliquots of this crude 
lysate (2-20 ),Ils) were run on a 5/0.I 	SDS-polyacryl- 
amide gel. The P and p' subunits of RNA polymerase were 
recovered from the gel. The radioactivity in the two 
subunits was measured and compared to the total label in 
the equivalent volume of the crude lysate. P and P 1  
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FIGTJRE 28. 
Measuring the rate of -galactosidase synthesis. 
Two exponential cultures were grown. One contained 
IPTG at 	M (.), the other did not (v). From the 
first, aliquots were pulse-chase labelled with leucine 
as described in the previous figure. The rate of 
galactosidase synthesis, relative to total protein 
synthesis was determined, in the same manner as the 
relative rate of PP ' synthesis in the previous figure. 
This value, times the O.D. 50 of the culture, is plotted 
above (o). 
In the uninduced culture, enzyme potential was 
measured in the same way as in the synchronous cultures 
shown previously. The data is presented above (v). 
The cross bars represent the duration of the 
3H-leucine and IPTG pulses as indicated. 
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In the analysis of T1NI polymeraae synthesis, it was found that 
the rates of P and 3' synthesis were not equal. This was an a.rtefact, 
caused by the co-migration of an unknown, contaminating protein 
species, with the 13 subunit during electrophoresis (rt. Hayward, pare. 
cccliii.). Accordingly, in the study of RNA poly1nerase synthesis during 
the cell cycle (Figure 29), only the rate of ' synthesis is con-
sidered. Figure 29 also shows the rate of 0-galac*oaidaae synthesis, 
as well as the rate of total protein synthesis, during the cell cycle. 
The times of cell division, and the HDT for the change in rate of 
DNA synthesis are indicated. 
The change in rate of DNA synthesis occurred later in the cycle 
than previously established in this thesis - in fact at about cell 
age 0.8. The change in the rate of 3-ga].actosldase synthesis also 
occurred later, at about cell age 0.45. Normalising the data for 
DNA synthesis brings the t3-galactosidase 1IPT to cell age 0.35. These 
data are shown in Figure 26. 
There is no discernible effect of gene dosage upon the synthesis 
Of the 13' subunit. Any such effect would be expected to be manifest 
at around the time of Initiation of DNA synthesis, since the 13' 
structural gene is at 79' on the E. colt chrocloscmle,(Taylor and 
Trotter, 1972). 
The synthesis of both enzymes was seriously perturbed by the 
synchronisation procedure. To a lesser extent, total protein synthesis 
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FIGURE 29 
Synthesis of RNA polyrnerase and -galactosidase 
during the bacterial cell cycle. 
A synchronous culture of E.coli B/r was established. 
Aliquots were removed at intervals and pulse-chased with 
3H-leuclne as described in figure 27. The incorporation 
of isotope into TCA precipitable material (o) is a 
measure of the rate of protein synthesis In the synchronous 
culture.The pulse-chased aliquots were analysed by SDS-
polyacry].amide gel electrophoresis, and the relative rates 
of synthesis of -galactosidase and the p' subunit of 
RNA polymerase, thus determined. The percentage values obtained, 
times the rate of protein synthesis, represent the rates of 
enzyme synthesis per ml of the synchronous culture. 
Prior, during and after the zonal fractionation, 
the cells were exposed to 	W IPTG. 
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5 	The synthesis of Pembrane Proteins during the Cell Cycle: 
Preparation, and SDS-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis of 
membrane proteins has been described under Materials and Methods. 
Figure 30 shows a dnaitometer tracing of a typical eleotro-
phoresis profile of membrane proteins upon a 1C/0. 27/ polyacrylamide 
gel. Marker proteins of known molecular weight were elactrophoreeed 
in the same experiment. The molecular weight values are indicated. 
Jones and I)onachie (Jones and Donachie, 1973) have shown that 
a brief transcriptional event, upon termination of DNA replication, 
is a prerequisite of bacterial cell division. Jones (Jones, 1974) 
has identified two membrane proteins of molecular weight 60,000 
and 20,000 (TA' 1 and PAP 2) which were synthesised (or inserted 
into the membrane) only at the time of termination of replication. 
Churchyard and Holland (Churchward and Holland, 1976) claim 
that a 76,000 molecular weight membrane protein is synthesised only 
at the time of cell division. 
Dix and Helmatetter (Dix and Helmetetter, 1973) have shown 
that protein synthesis, at or near the time of termination of DNA 
replication, is necessary for cell division. 
It seamed relevant to current models of the association between 
protein synthesis, termination of replication, and cell division, to 
look for termination associated proteins during the cell cycle of 
the B/r strain studied by Dix and Helmetetter. 
Zonal fractionation was the method of choice. Moat importantly 
the method allows the study of unperturbed cells, which was not so 
in the system used by Jones. 
A control double-labelling experiment was first performed to 
DIRECTION OF MIGRATION 	 p 
FIGURE 3Q. 
Purified membrane proteins from exponentially 
growing E.coli B/r. 
The membrane proteins were resolved by SDS-
polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (10/0.27 gel). 
The gel was stained and scanned as described under 
Materials and Methods. 
Protein standards of known molecular weight 
were co-electrophoresed, and their molecular weights 
are indicated. 
The brornophenol blue (PB) dye front is indic- 
ated. 
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assess the effect of osmotic shock on the membrane proteins. Celia 
labelled with tritiated leucine were suspended in IO&K sucrose, at 
4°C, for 40 minutes. They were then washed and resuspended in 0.9, 
saline. Then* cells were then mixed with untreated cello labelled 
with 14  leucine. Membranes were prepared, and 3DS-polyacrylamide gel - 
electrophoresis performed as described. The gels were sliced and 
solubilised as described and the radioactivity measured in a liquid 
scintillation counter. The 14-Carbon and tritiun rrofiles were 
identical. 
In an attempt to discover possible termination associated 
proteins in the membranes of E, coli B/n, exponentially growing cells 
were pulsed for 4 minutes with 'K ]eucin., and chased for 3 minutes 
with excess cold leucine. L.ucine uptake was then terminated by the 
addition of chloremph.niooi. The cells were chilled, concentrated 
and separated into size classes by zonal centrifugation. Figure 
18 shows the characteristics of this separation. 
Fractions, an indicated on Figure 31, were i,00iad, and each 
mixed with exponential cells labelled with 14C leucine. Membranes 
were prepared, electrophoresis (1Q3/O. 27 gel) performed, gels 
stained, sliced and eolubiiiaed, and the radioactivity was measured 
in each gel slice, all as previously described; Materials and Methods. 
Figures 32, 33, and 34 show the double label profiles for each 
of the three gels, All profiles were essentially identical. At no 
time was the exponential population found to contain any ' 4C labelled 
species which was not also present in the 3H labelled, fractionated 
cells. This finding is particularly relevant in Fi,rure 52, where the 
labelled fraction contained C dividing cells, compared with 
15-20 in the 14C labelled exponential population. 












Fractions used in the analysis of the synthesis 
of membrane proteins during the bacterial cell cycle. 
The zonal separation was that described in figure 
18. The above graph shows the percent dividing cells 
across the rotor. 
The cross bars Indicate those fractions which were 
selected for the analysis of membrane proteins. Odd-
numbered fractions only were taken and pooled. Each group 
is designated small, mediurn,or large, according to the 
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FIGURE 32 
Synthesis of membrane proteins during the cell 
cycle. 
Exponentially growing cells were labelled with 
11 -ieucine (314.2 mCi/mmol: 5 )lCi/ml) for 14 minutes, 
and chased with unlabelled leucine (200 igrrVm1) for 
3 minutes. Chlorarnphenicol was then added at 200 pgm/ml. 
These cells were mixed with the "small" cells from 
figure 31. 
Cell membranes were prepared, and analysed by 
SDS-PAGE on a 10/0.27 gel. 
The gel was cut into successive I mm slices 
and the double label in each slice counted, and plotted 
above as a percentage of the total 114C or 3H counts in 
the gel. 
Molecular weights, estimated from the co-
electrophoresis of known marker proteins,are indicated. 
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FIGURE 33. 
The procedure was identical to that in 
figure 32, except that "medium" cells from figure 
31 were used. 
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FIGURE 3L.. 
The procedure was identical to that in figure 
32, except that "large" cells from figure 31 were 
used. 
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Termination Proteins were therefore not detected in these 
exDerimente. 
It must be noted that the tritium labelled cells were fully 
induced with IPTO. Consequently, the 3  H labelled lac permease protein 
should be detectable in the membrane profiles. 
Jones and Kennedy (Jones and Kennedy, 1968) performed a similar 
experiment on E. coil ML308, in which separately labelled membrane 
proteins from induced and uninduced cells were analysed by Si)3-poly-
acrylamide gel electrophoresis. They found that the induced cells 
contained a membrane protein of molecular weight 30 9 000, which 
constituted f of total membrane protein. This was shown to be the lac 
permease. 
My own profiles have not detected the permeaae at the 30 1,000 
molecular weight position. However, all profiles show two excess peaks 
of tritium counts at 36,000 and 80,000 molecular weight. The excess 
of tr±tini at 36,000 represents about 3' of the total in each gel 
profile. This could possibly be the lac permoase. It is not known 
what the excess tritium at the 80,000 position is due to. 
This methodology is unfortunately sensitive only to large 14C, 
differer es. Resolution of membrane proteins is greatly increased 
upon the 10%/0.094 gels (Lutkenhaue, pore. comm.). Using this gel 
system we have further investigated the synthesis of membrane proteins 
during the cell cycle of E, coli B/r. Again cells were resolved into 
size classes by zonal centrifugation, following a 4 minute pulse of 
35 methionine and a 3 minute cold methionine chase. Membranes were 
prepared from selected fractions, and gel electrophoresis performed. 
The gel was then dried down under vacuum and autoradiography performed 
as described under Materials and Methods. Plate IV shows a photograph 
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PLATE IV. Synthesis of membrane proteins during the cell cycle. 
An exponential culture of E. coil B/r was pulse-chased with 
methionine, as described in the text. The cells were fractionated in 
the zonal rotor, and membranes prepared from selected fractions. These 
were analysed by gel electrophoresis (16/0.094;) and autoradiography, 
(above). The percent dividing cells, in the fractions studied, is 
indicated at the top of each gel track; E denotes the exponential 
population. The standard protein markers are indicated: i (phoephory-
las. A, m.yt. 92,000), b (bovine serum albumin, m.wt. 68,000), o (ov-
albumin, m.wt. 42,000), c (carbonic anhydrase, m.wt. 29,000), La 
G'-lactoglobuijn, m.wt. 18.500). Ly (lyoz,, ra.wt. 14.000). 
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of one such autoradiograph. Again, at no time during the cell cycle 
was any membrane protein exclusively synthesised. This finding has 
been confirmed in autoradiographa of 3H leucine labelled membrane 
proteins (Lutkenhaua, pers. comm.). 
The increased resolution of the 16% gel; the ability to compare 
large with email cells, rather than exponential with small cells; and 
the clarity with which minor proteins can be detected, all render this 
system much more sensitive than the sliced gel analysis used above. 
Even so, none of the previously reported, periodically synthesised 
termination (Jones, 1974), or division (Churchward and Holland, 1976) 
associated proteins, could be detected using this method. 
6 	Two-Dimensional ?olyaci'ylamide Gel Analysis of Proteins ynthesjsed 
during the Cell Cycle: 
Total cell protein was analysed by two-dimensional gel electro-
horeeia and autoradiography. Lutkenhaus and Richardson (unpublished 
data) have used this technique to study the rates of synthesis of coil 
proteins during the cell cycle. Samples were pulse-chased with 35  3 
methionin,, as previously described. Crude cell lysates were subjected 
to two-dimensional gel electrophoresis, and the incorporation of the 
isotope into the many proteins thus resolved, was recorded autoradlo-. 
graphically. 
Many such autoradiographa have been prepared during various cell 
cycle studies. Lutkenhana and Richardson have examined both membrane 
and whole cell proteins in this way, on samples taken from both 
synchronous cultures and zonal fractionations. At no time during the 
cell cycle have they been able to detect any uniquely synthesised 
protein species. 
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Plates V, VI and VII are photographs of three autoradiographa of 
such 2-D gels. The gala are of crude cell lysates fran mall, large 
and dividing cell, taken from a synchronous culture of E, coli B/r. 
Recording the distribution of isotope upon these 2-D gels in 
this way does not permit a quantitative analysis of the relative 
rates of synthesis of the various protein species during the cell 
cycle. However, if any proteins were synthesised at only one time 
during the cell cycle, they should be detectable qualitatively using 
this technique. scrutiny of the various autoradiographa hac yet to 
reveal any such periodically synthesized proteins. 
Cooper (pare. cam.) has studied protein synthesis during the 
B/r cell cycle in this way, using the membrane elution technique. He too 
has not observed any periodically synthesized proteins. 
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PLPES V. VI and VII. Protein synthesis during the bacterial cell 
cycle. 
A synchronous culture of E.. coli B/r was established. Aliquots 
were withdrawn at intervals and pulse-chased with 35s-methionine. 
Crude cell lycates were prepared and analysed by 2-D gel electro-
phoresis. The radioactivity in each gel was recorded autoradiograph-
ically. The above plates are photographs of the autoradiographa. 
Plate V derives from young, newly divided cells. 
Plate VI derives from older cells, prior to cell division. 
Plate VII derives from cells undergoing division. 
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1 	actionation of cells into size clasao: 
A substantial portion of this thesis has been devoted to the 
development of the technique of size fractionation of . coli B/i', 
using the zonal rotor. 
The method has not been fully exploited in the study Of 
prokaryotic organisms, consequently there is little published data 
with which to draw comparisons. Sebastian at al (Sebastian, Carter and 
Halvorson, 1971) have carried out a thorough study of the method and 
its applications, in their experiments on the Saccharomycea cerevisipe 
cell cycle. 
There are several criteria against which the efficiency of size 
resolution may be judged. 
Sebastian at al have argued that the size distribution of 
the members of an exponential population should closely compare to 
the distribution of cell numbers in the successive fractions across 
the rotor, if the separation is principally on a size basis. They 
have shown this correspondence to be extremely close for S. cerevisiae. 
Tan at al (Tan at al, 1974) have examined this same aspect 
of their zonal fractionations of Myxobacter AL-i • The correspondence 
between the two distributions was less precise than for S. cerviaiae, 
with a "tailing" of cells on the right hand side of the number dis-
tribution. This "tail",at the bottom of the gradient, characteristically 
contained cells of all sizea,which had not been resolved by the 
fractionation procedure. 
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Beck and Park (Beck and park, 1976) have not examined this 
criterion, but they do report that fractions from the bottom of the 
gradient contained heterogeneous cell populations. 
The relationship between the distribution of cell numbers 
across the rotor, and the size distribution' of the exponential pop-
ulation, for B. coli B/r is shown in figure 17. The data is similar 
to that of Tan at al, the cells in the "tail" being apparently un-
resolved in the fractionation. 
A second criterion of size fractionation is that of the size 
distribution of cells in representative fractions across the rotor. 
Beck and Park have surprisingly published no data for this 
aspect of their work. However, fractions from the bottom of the 
gradient were found to contain heterogeneous cell populations. These 
fractions contained cells which had more than one constriction and 
were longer than two cell lengths. Furthermore, synchronous cultures 
established from these fractions failed to show a complete doubling 
of cell number in the first division. Therefore these fractions 
must have also contained a significant number of small or undividing 
cells. 
Tan at al have published cell length distributions of four 
fractions from a zonal separation. However, no statistical analysis 
was performed. 
Sebastian at al have given explicit details of the volume 
distributions of cells from representative zonal fractions of 
S. cereviiae. The coefficient of variation about the mean volume 
for each fraction varied from 16-20. These cell volume distributions 
were measured using an early Coulter size plotter. Thus it is likely 
tha* the true coefficients of variation for these distributions were 
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less than those published (Harvey, 1968). 
The length distributions of E. cpU B/r0 in zonal fractions, 
are shown in figure 12. Statistically the distributions are similar 
to those reported for S. careviaiae. 
A third criterion of successful size fractiohation is the 
mean cell length, or mean cell size, across the rotor. I have rarely 
obtained more than a 60-70 increase in either parameter across the 
rotor. 
The increase in mean cell length discernible from the data 
of Tan at al is about 50. 
Sebastian at al report a 100,f increase in mean cell volume 
across the rotor in their fractionations of S. cereviain. Beck and 
Park report a similar finding in their fractionations of '. coii 
D-11. 
I have found that the inclusion of penicillin induced fila-
ments in these zonal fractionations,allova resolution of cells over 
more than a two-fold size range, (figure 15). It seems unlikely, 
however, that this approach is of any real help in analysing cell 
cycle events which occur near the and of the division cycle. 
I regularly found that the larger cells from the bottom of 
the density gradient were markedly contaminated with smaller cells. 
This may have been for several reasons. 
Firstly, clumps of cells of all sizes might migrate rapidly 
through the gradient and dissociate into their constituent particles. 
Secondly, cells of all sizes might be physically pushed to the bottom 
of the gradient by the migrating cell boundary, during fractionation 
(Sebastian, Carter and Halvorson, 1971). To reduce these possibilities 
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the cell suspension was briefly sonicated before a-pplication to the 
gradient, and fewer than toll  cells were applied. Interestingly, 
Beck and Park routinely loaded their gradients with about twenty 
times this number of cells. 
Alternatively, the presence of small calls at the bottom of 
the gradient may result from division of those cells already close 
to division at the time of harvesting. The inclusion of low concen-
trations of penicillin, as a block to cell division, was thought to 
aid r*aolution (figure 13A), although the benefit of this procedure 
proved to be rather variable. 
Some of the heterogeneity in the fractions must have arisen 
from turbulence in the gradient, due to rotor wobble and perhaps 
viscous drag upon displcenent of the gradient. In an attempt to 
reduce this latter effeCt, fractions were collected by slow displace-
ment of the gradient; about 50 mis/minute. 
However,, there are certain intrinsic imperfections of the 
fractionation procedure which cannot be avoided. The first concerns 
the density of the particles to be fractionated. 
The sedimentation velocity, V, of a perfect sphere of radius 
a, and density p, through a medium of density p 1 and viscosity i, 
subject to a centrifugal force dependent upon the distance, 1', of 
the sphere from the axis of rotation, and the angular velocity, w, 
is given by the equation 
V = (a 2(p - '1) w2r)/lavi 
Clearly, the separation of particles is dependent upon their 
density as well as their size. It is not known whether the density 
of E. coil alters during its cell cycle. 
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Secondly, it is difficult to predict how a bacterial rod 
would behave in a density gradient. Conceivably, a long rod would 
tend to align its long axis in the plane of the g force acting upon it. 
Consequently the viscous drag of the medium upon rods of different 
lengths may well be quite similar. 
Budding yeasts and m1nmalian cells which approximate the 
spherical form, are perhaps therefore better suited to this method 
of size resolution. 
2 	Frikelionation of cello into age olpses Also See Appendix 
The efficiency of resolution of cells into size classes has 
been discussed. However, it is necessary to show that these size 
classes correspond to age classes. 
Rigorous mathematical analyses of the statistics of the cell 
division process, and the relationship between cell size and cell 
age, have been provided by several authors (Harvey, )arr and Painter, 
1967; Koch and Schaechter, 1962; Koch, 1966; Kubitechek, 1968). 
It is nevertheless necessary, in each zonal separation, to 
be able to estimate cell age across the rotor. This is best done by 
examination of convenient, known, cell cycle markers (Mitchison, 1969b). 
Tan et al have produced no data which would clearly indicate 
cell age in their zonal fractions. 
Beck and Park established synchronous cultures from cells at 
the top (email cell.) and bottom (large cells) of the sucrose gradient. 
Their smallest cells divided after a lag of 45 minutes, their largest 
cells after a lag of 10 minutes. The generation time of their strain 
was 70 minute.. Thus the smallest cells from the gradient were of 
age 0.35, whilst the largest were of age 0.85. However, it was also shown 
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that the mean cell volume of the largest cells was twice that of the 
smallest. On this basis it would seem that cell size and cell age were 
not closely correlated. No known cell cycle markers were studied by 
Beck and Park. 
3ebaetian et al (Sebastian, Carter and Halvorson, 1971) have 
studied the synthesis of DNA, -glucosidass and Ornithine transaainaes 
during the cell cycle of Spcc}iaromycea ceravjajpp, in both synchronous 
cultures and zonal fractionations. 
The zonal separations confirmed that DILi synthesis occurred 
during the middle third of the cell cycle (Williamson and Scopes 1960). 
The characteristic stepwise patterns of enzyme activity during the 
yeast cell cycle were found for the above enzymes, both in the zonal 
separations and synchronous cultures. The enzyme steps occurred in 
the middle of the cell cycie in both cases. Thus it was shown that 
the cells were distributed across the rotor according to age as well 
as size. 
2imilar attempts were made to correlate cell size and cell 
age in the fractionations of Z. coil D/r. Helnistetter (Halmetetter, 
1968; H.linatetter and Cooper, 1968) has previously shown that for 
this organism, growing in minimal-glyaerol medium, initiation of DNA 
synthesis occurs at a cell age of about 0.8-0.9. 
I have studied the rate of DNA synthesis in this organism, 
both in zonal separations and in synchronous cultures. Initiation 
of DNA replication was found to occur at about cell age 0.63. The 
reason for this difference from the data of Helinstetter is not known. 
The potential for the synthesis of 0-galactoaidase, 1)-aerine 
deRa(n'aO and tryptophanase synthesis was also studied. It is known 
that initiation of DNA replicqtion occurs at map position 72' on the 
E. coli chromosome (Masters, 1975). From this replicative origin 
the chromosome is replicated bidiróctionally (Masters and Broda, 1971 
Bird at al 1972; Hohifield and Vieimetter, 1973; Jonaseon, 1973; Louarn 
et al, 1974). If we assume that the replication forks travel with equal 
velocity, termination of replication would occur at map position 27 1 , 
diametrically opposite the origin. 
The genes for P-galactosidaee (lac), D-eerine deaaiinase (dad) 
and tryptophanase (tna), map at 9 1 , 45 1 , and 73' respectively (Taylor 
and Trotter, 1972). Accordingly, the tna gene will be duplicated at 
the time of initiation of replication, whilst the other two genes 
(27' distant from the repiloative origin) will be duplicated simul-
taneously at about midway to two-thirds through the cycle of DNA rep-
lication. 
The potential for synthesis of these enzymes should double 
at the same time as their structural genes during the replicative 
cycle. 
These expectations are shown to be approximately true in 
both zonal fractionations and synchronous cultures (figure 26). 
The zonal fractiohations of E. coil B/r only resolved the 
first two-thirds of the cell cycle. Events occurring in the latter 
third of the cycle were therefore not open to investigation. 
The inclusion of penicillin induced filaments in these 
fractionations allowed a greater than two-fold increase in cell size 
across the rotor to be observed. Conceivably, events in the latter 
third of the cell cycle might thus be examined. In order to teat this 
possibility, the rate of DN. synthesis and the potential for trypto-
phanase synthesis, were studied in one such experiment (figure 22). 
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Although the increase in the rate of DNA synthesis and tryptophanaae 
potential occurred at about the expected time, both then increased 
continuously. In the absence of a clear rate doubling it was not 
possible to determine a half—doubling time for the rats changes 
studied. Consequently, the cell ages at which these changes occurred 
were not derived. 
3 	Synthesis of RLt polymsrase during the cell cycle: 
The discontinuous synthesis of enzymes during the cell cycle 
has been discussed in the Introduction. Various explanations for 
this mode of gene expression have been advanced. Firstly, according 
to the Linear Reading Model, periodic gene expression is a consequence 
of an ordered, sequential, transcription of the genne. Secondly, 
according to the Oscillatory model of feedback repression, the contin-
uous availability of the gene for transcription is modulated by a 
negative feedback control system. Thirdly. the periodic synthesis 
of enzyme during the cell cycle may be a metabolic perturbation 
introduced by the synchronising procedure. 
Although enzyme synthesis is being considered here, rarely 
has it been measured. Rather, enzyme activity has been assayed and 
assumed to represent enzyme synthesis. In only a few cases have 
fluctuations in enzyme activity during the cell cycle been shown to be 
due to de novo enzyme synthesis (Mitohison and Creanor, 1969; Donachie, 
1965). Whilst in some cases, fluctuations in enzyme activity have 
been shown to be due to the presence of small molecular weight effectors 
or potentiators of enzyme activity (Schmidt, 1974a; 1974b; Beck and 
Park, 1976). Only in two instances, both in mammalian cell studies,  
has enzyme protein, rather than enzyme activity, been measured; the 
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proteins were estimated i mmunologically (Martin, Tokina and Granxier, 
1969; Klevecz, 1969). 
Consequently, the synthesis of RNA polyinerase, during the 
bacterial cell cycle,.eemed an ideal system for study. 
The ç. and 3' subunits of RNA polymerase can be easily separated 
from other call proteins, using SDS-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis, 
by virtue of their high molecular weight, (155,000 and 165,000 respect-
ively). Thus, using radioactively labelled preparations, 3 and E' can 
be estimated as a fraction of total labelled cell protein (Matsura, 
Hansen and Zeuthen, 1973). Using pulse labelled preparations, and 
chasing the label into completed po].ypeptide chains, allows the rate 
of 3 and 3' synthesis to be estimated as a percentage of the total 
rate of protein synthesis. This percentage has been called the oc ratio 
(Xatzura, Hansen and Zeuthen, 1973). Figure 27 shown the estimation 
of this value in glycerol grown cells of L coil B/r. In practice, the 
ratio was expressed in terms of the tritium counts in the P and 3' gel 
bands, over the total tritium counts applied to the gel. A more con-
venient value was the rate of enzyme synthesis per ml of culture; this 
is simply the product of cc and the total rate of protein synthesis 
per ml of culture, as determined by the incorporation of labelled pre-
cursor into TCA precipitable material. 
Conveniently, 3-galaotoaidaee can be resolved using the same 
SDS-polyacrylamide gel system. Formerly, the rats of )-galactoidaee 
synthesis had been expressed only in terms of enzyme activity following 
a short pulse induction i.e. the potential for enzyme synthesis. 
The rate of -galactoeidase synthesis has been measured in 
exponential cultures, both enzymatically, and using the SDS-polyacryl-
aside gel electrophoresis method, above. Figure 28 shows the two methods 
to be comparable. 
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Thus a system exists whereby the rate of do novo enzyme 
synthesis can be directly measured for the 3 and 3' subunits of RNA 
po].ymsraee. For cells grown in the presence of 1O M IPTQ, the rate 
of -galactoeidaee synthesis can also be measured, thus providing 
a useful internal control. 
The location of the rpo gene on the S, coii chromosome is 
mown to be at 79' (Taylor and Trotter, 1972). There 1s also evidence 
which suggests that expression of the gene is autoregulated (Glass, 
Gca.n, Erriagton and Scaife, 1975) 
Natzura et al (Natzura, Han-son and Zeuthen, 1973) studied the 
synthesis of 0 and 3' during the cell cycle of glucose-grown E. colt. 
The cells were synchronised by the gradient selection technique, 
(Mitchison and Vincent, 1965). Neither the rate of -galaotosidaee, 
nor the rate of DNA, synthesis were studied in these experiments. 
More importantly, only the a ratio was reported. Although small 
fluctuations in this ratio were observed during synchronous growth, 
they were within the limits of experimental error. Thus it was 
concluded that P and 3' were synthesised continuously during the 
cell cycle. In other words, there was no gene dosage effect upon the 
rate of enzyme synthesis, thereby demonstrating the close autogenous 
(aoldberger, 1974) control of gene expression. 
However, the oc ratio is an extremely insensitive parameter - 
as indeed are all specific activity measurements - for use in cell 
cycle analysis. Throughout a cell cycle the ratio has a constantly 
increasing denominator, and so is insensitive to small periodic 
increases in the numerator, which, on average, is also increasing 
continuously. It 1s preferable to express data on a per ml basis 
(Mitchison, 1971) thus maintaining a constant denominator. Accordingly, 
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the results of Matzu.ra at al are beet regarded as being inconclusive. 
I have examined the rats of 0 1 and 3-galactosi&aae synthesis 
during the cell cycle of K. coli B/r. Originally the investigation 
was carried out on pulse-chased labelled cells, fractionated in the 
zonal rotor. The rate of 0 0 synthesis was found to increase contin-
uously across the rotor, indicating no effect of gone dosage. However, 
the internal P-galaotoaidaae control, was found to increase in the 
same manner (unpublished observations). 
The synthesis of RNA polymerase was then investigated in 
synchronous cultures. The cultures were established by subculturing 
email cells from a zonal fractionation. The resulting large synchronous 
cultures had ample material in them to allow withdrawal of successive 
10 ml aliquots for pulse-chasing and subsequent analysis by SDS-poly-
acrylamide gel electrophoreeie.The data from one such experiment is 
shown in figure 29. Cell division and the DNA cycles are indicated. 
Most strikingly, there can be seen a substantial perturbation in the 
synthesis of 3' and 3-galactoaidane, which was also evident, though to 
a lesser extent, in the rate of total protein synthesis. P-galaotoeidae• 
synthesis is particularly easy to perturb (Donachie and Masters 1966; 
Masters, ICuempel and Pardee, 1964; Abbo and Pardee, 1960; this thesis, 
figure 24). The 13-galactosidane synthesis, however, seemingly recovered 
from the perturbation, and showed a gradual rate doubling about two-
thirds of the way through the DNA replioativs cyole.Ths synthesis of 
the 3' subunit perhaps does not recover from the perturbation. At all 
times however, the rpo gene was expressed, indicating an unrestricted 
availability of the gene for transcription. Arguably the absence of a 
rats doubling is a sign that expression of the gene is closely con- 
trolled, although the data is by no means unequivocal. The problem of 
metabolic perturbations in synchronised cultures was clearly demon-
strated in this experiment. 
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4 	Periodically synthesised proteins involved in cell division: 
The evidence relating protein synthesis and cell division 
has been considered in the introduction. The requirement, of a period 
of protein synthesis, for cell division, occurring at or near termin-
ation of DNA replication, has been clearly demonstrated (Jones and 
Don chie, 1973; Dix and Helmets t tsr, 1973) 
Also, certain temperature sensitive mutants have been studied 
(Inouye, 1969; Zu'nan, Inouye and Pardee, 1972) in which, at the 
restrictive temperature, the normal relationships between cell division 
and protein synthesis are disrupted. 
The broad conclusions from these various atudiee,were that a 
protein molecule(s), synthesised periodically only at termination of 
DNA replication, somehow effected subsequent cell division. Presumably 
the protein effector is highly labile, or alternatively, once synthe-
aised, is somehow consumed in the division process. However, vary few 
of the proposed models have taken into account our knowledge of gene 
expression during the cell cycle. 
Donachie and Masters (Donachie and Masters, 1 969) have con-
sidered the periodic appearance of a division protein in terms of a 
continuously expressed structural gene, which is autoregulatod, and 
produces an unstable gene product. Presumably the basal level of 
division factor is too low to effect cell division. Doubling of the 
structural gene at termination would result In a burst of synthesis of 
gene product, sufficient to effect cell division. At the same time, 
not only would the unstable gene product become Inactive, but so too 
would the expression of the structural gene be feedback repressed. This 
model would certainly produce a pronounced periodic burst of synthesis 
of division protein upon duplication of the structural gene located at 
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the replicative teziinua. 
An alternative model suggests that texmination of DE replic-
ation, by some novel means, actually induces expression of the genes 
for the teination proteins (Jones and Donachie, 1973; Donachis, Jones 
and Toathsr, 1973). There is, however, little concrete evidence for 
this sort of mechanism. 
Certain proteoly'tic enzymes (protease, leucine Rminopeptid.aae, 
and glycylglyoine dipeptidase) have been studied during the cell cycle 
of E. coil K12 atraina,(Niahi and Horose, 1966; Kogoina and Nishi, 1965). 
Those enzymes were claimed to show a peak of specific activity at the 
time of cell division. There enzyme per ml, rather than specific activity 
was plotted, then the familiar etepwise pattern of enzyme activity was 
seen. Thus the claimed "peak" enzymes, were really "step" enzymes. 
Furthermore, there was rarely more than a 50) difference in enzyme 
level between dividing and non-dividing cells. These =all oscillations 
in enzyme activity cannot be considered appropriate to models of cell 
division, contrary to the authors claim. Indeed, there was no evidence 
to show that they were not artefacts of the synchronisation procedure 
(see Niuhi and florluohi, 1966; this thesis, Introduction). 
The linear reading model provides a hypothesis for the restricted, 
periodic expression of genes. Ilowefer, this model is not considered to 
apply to prokaryotic systems (i'iitohison, 1971). 
Xitchi.on (Mitchison, 1976) has studied the synthesis of 
eighteen enzymes in Schisonaccharomycog icmb. Five enzymes (ATCa5O, 
OTCaae, tryptophan synthetase, alcohol dohydrogenase, and homoasrine 
dshydrogsnage) formerly thought to be eynthesiesd discontinuously, have 
now been shown to be synthesised continuously. By using suitable 
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controls, Mitchison has only convincingly shown the existence of one 
periodically synthesised enzyme: Thymidinemonophoetate kinase - an 
enzyme of DNA metabolism. 
On the basis of such studies, it some that periodically 
synthesized proteins (except in Sacchar omyces cerevieie) are something 
of a rarity. Although their existence has been readily invoked in 
models of cell division, they have rarely been demonstrated convin-
cingly. 
The reported, periodically synthesized, membrane proteins, 
implicated in the cell division process (Jones, 1974; Churchyard and 
Holland, 1976) have been discussed in the Introduction. In apparent 
contradiction to these reports, Inouye and Pardee (Inouye and Pardee, 
1970) claim to have found no periodically synthesized membrane proteins 
during the bacterial cell cycle. These workers resolved cells into 
size and age classes by sedimentation velocity centrifugation, using 
a sucrose density gradient in a centrifuge tube. This method lacks 
the resolution afforded by the zonal rotor: no details of the reso-
lution were given by Inouye and Pardee. 
Although the data concerning these periodically synthesized 
division proteins in somewhat equivocal, their existence Is demanded 
by certain data (Jones and Donachie, 1973; Dix and Itelmetetter, 1973). 
Thus, an attempt to clearly demonstrate such proteins was undertaken. 
The zonal rotor was used to resolve celle,labelled with tritiated 
leucine, into size classes. Three size classes were chosen (figure 31), 
one of which contained no dividing cells, another being greatly en-
riched with dividing cells. Each sampie was mixed with 14C-leucine 
labelled exponential cells. All calls were in balanced growth at the 
time of labelling. From the double labelled samples, cell membranes 
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were pr*pered and analysed by SDS-polyacrylamide gel slectroporeais 
(ia,/o. 27% gel). The distribution of the two isotopes in the gels 
was analysed by slicing and solubilisation, foliated by discrimination 
counting (Materials and Methods). There could be detected no protein 
synthesized in the exponential cells, which was not also synthesized 
in each discrete sine class of cells from the zonal rotor. This 
finding was particularly significant, in that 3H labelled cells, con-
taming 0% dividing cells, had synthesised all the protein species 
also synthesised in the exponential population, containing 15-2O(.  
dividing cells. 
Lutkenhaus has improved the resolution of this sliced gel/ 
double label analysis. He has used a 16%/0.090; gel system, and has 
analysed the distribution of isotope in such gels autoradiographically. 
Exponential cells were pulse labelled with 355-iasthicnjne, and separated 
in the zonal rotor. Membranes were prepared from selected fractions 
and analysed on the above gel system. Plate IV in a photograph of an 
autaradiograph, of such a gel. Celia of all sizes from the zonal 
rotor were found to have synthesised identical membrane proteins 
during the pulse labelling. Lutkenhaun and Richardson (unpublished 
data) have duplicated this result using 3H-leucine labelled cells. 
Two-dimensional gel electrophoresis has been used in this 
laboratory (Lutkenaus and Richardson) in the search for any protein 
species OYUthesised only at om time during the cell cycle. Lutkenhaue 
and Richardson (unpublished data) found that, In zonal fractionations 
Of . C01i B/z' and 	coli K12 A32497, and also in synchronous 
cultures of E. ccli B/r, cells of all ages synthesized identical 
proteins. Plate. V, VI and VII show three autoradiographa developed 
from some two-dimensional polyacrylamide gels. These were used to 
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analyse the rates of synthesis of coil proteins at various stages 
during synchronous growth of N. coil 13/r. As far as can be discerned, 
cells of all ages had synthesized Identical proteins during it 353- 
methionine pulse. 
Cooper has used the membrane-elution technique (Helmitetter 
and Cooper, 1968) to study the coil cycle of S. coil B/i'. He examined 
cell protein on two-dimensional polyacrylamide gels, and concluded 
that all proteins were synthesised at all times during the cell cycle 
(pers. cc*nm.). 
Cbviouly, the periodic or restricted, expression of genes 
during the S. coli cell cycle is an extremely rare occurrence. Most 
of the evidence so far collected in this laboratory points to this 
conclusion. 
However, it Is not possible to categorically exclude periodic 
protein synthesis from the E. coli eel]. cycle. So far though, the 
need for this mode of synthesis has only been convincingly described 
in models of cell division. 
5 	 ___ 
A method for fractionating. ccli B/i' into size and age class-
es has been described. 
Large numbers of cells can be handled, permitting the eats-
blishmant of large synchronous cultures. The advantage of these 
large cultures was exploited in the analysis of RNA polyTnerase synthesis 
during the cell cycle. Metabolic perturbations in the synchronous 
culture were, however, a serious problem. 
The unperturbed cell cycle was studied in zonal rotor Crao- 
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tins. The inroriation concerning gene expression during the cell 
cycle was used to interpret findings iñiich relate DIP replication, 
protein synthesis and cell. division. Accordingly, several experiments 
were designed to seek for proteins synthesised only at one time in 
the cell cycle. Such proteins might, perhaps, be responsible for 
control of periodic cell cycle events - especially cell division. 
No such proteins were found, in contradiction to certain previous 
findings. 
Periodically synthesised proteins cannot be fully discounted, 
however. It is likely that there are only a very few in E. colt. 
Indeed, it is difficult to build models of the temporal organisation 
of oellular events without invoking the ezistence of such proteins. 
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APPENDIX 
Appendix to Materials and 1.1ethods, section 7: 
7.b.i. Pretreatment and harvesting of cells: 
As previously stated, cells were harvested, where 
possible, at a cell density of about IO cells per ml; an 
O.D. 0 of 0.1. However, on a number of occasions cells were 
harvested at optical densities from 0.05 to 0.4. At higher 
cell densities slightly less effective cell size separations 
were achieved. 
The dense cell suspension was usually briefly son-
icatea prior to application to the rotor. Suspensions which 
were not sonicated were again resolved less well in the 
subsequent fractionation. 
These somewhat less effective cell separations were 
characterised by the marked presence of cells of- all'sizaa 
In the lattermost fractions coIlcteJ. from the rotor. his 
was regarded as evidence for the clumping together of cells 
in the dense suspension. It seemed probable that any such 
clumps would migrate rapidly through the sucrose gradient, 
and might dissociate at any subsequent time during the 
fractionation procedure. Therefore, sonicatiori of cell sus-
pensions was routinely performed, and the number of cells 
loaded onto the gradient was kept to a workable minimum. In 
so doing, resolution of the larger cells was usually slightly 
improved. 
The presence of small, newly divided cells in the 
latter fractions was reduced either by addition of 60 units 
per ml of benzylpenicillin to the cells upon harvesting, 
or by maintaining the cells at 0-400 at all times subsequent 
-2- 
to .arvesting, or both. These procedures also tened to 
irprove the definition of the large cell containing frac-
tions. 
7.b.ii. Loading the gradient:atjolication of the cell sus-
pension: fractionation: collection of fractions: 
and c. The sucrose gradient: 
The schertic diagrams (figs. 3-8) relate to the 
application of a 5-1 	sucrose gradient, linear with res- 
pect to rotor volume. 
Several other g'adient systems were used. Figures 
3-8 9 however, still represent the basic procedures involved. 
The gradient systems used were as follo'io:- 
1) 	A 5-15% sucrose gradient, linear with rpect t 
volume: the cells were loaded in 25-30ls of 3 sucros .i 
overlayed with 50-100mis of 15 sucrose: fractionation tinie 
was 20-40 minutes, and the gradient was displaced from the 
rotor centre by pumping dense sucrose (20-301) to the rotor 
edge. 
A 5-157, sucrose gradient, linear with respect to rotor 
radius: all other conditions being as above. 
A 5-15 sucrose gradient, linear with respect to 
rotor volume: all other conditions being as above, except 
that the gradient was displaced from the rotor edge by pump-
ing -.Iater to the rotor centre. 
A 3-3 sucrose gradient, linear with respect to 
rotor volume: the cells were loaded in 25-30rr.ls of 157, sucrose, 
and overlayed with 50-100 mis of water; the fractionation 
time yeas 10-20 minutes, and the gradient was displaced 
- 
from the rotor centre by pumping dense sucrose 0 5-2O) to 
the rotor edge. 
V) 	 A 10-4 sucrose gradient, linear with respect to 
rotor volume: the cells were loaded in 25-30rnls of 3A sucrose 
and overlayed ruth 50-100mls of 1 sucrose: fractionation 
time VidS greater than 40 minutes and the gradient was dis-
placed from the rotor centre by pumping dense sucrose 
(40-5) to the rotor edge. 
The rate of displacement of the gradient from the 
rotor was varied in many experiments. Gradient was displaced 
slowly ( about 5Om1s/minute) in most of the experiments 
already described. However, displacement rates of between 
50 and lOOmis/minute, or greater than i0mls/rninute were 
investigated for some of the gradient systems described 
above. 
7.d. Preparation of synchronous cultures: 
A shallow gradient (3-Ei:), .linear with respect to 
rotor volume, was used for fractionation of live cells at 
room temperature. The fractionation was achieved in 10-20 
minutes. It was found that under these conditions, and by 
displacing the gradient at up to lOOmis/minute, well resolved 
small cells could be obtained. The resolution of cells in the 
later fractions was,however, somewhat compromised. Such a 
gradient system was ideal for the rapid synchronisation of 
cells by subculturing the small cells thus obtained. 
2 Separation of E.cli B/r into size classes: 
The conditions used for the cell separation in 
figure 12 were claimed to be optimum for size resolution 
of E.coli B/r. Most of the fundamental experimentation on 
which this claim was based was not presented. The following 
figures and text outline certain conditions under which cell 
size separation was investigated. 
Figure 12 shows the optimised separation of cells into 
size classes. The cells 'were harvested from balanced expo-
nential culture at an 0.D. 50 of 0.1. Cell division was 
blocked, with 60 units/ml of benzylpenicillifl, protein 
synthesis was blocked with 200 p,/rnl of chioramphenicol, 
and the cells were rapidly chilled, by pouring onto ice. 
Lu subsequent steps were performed. at 0-!. ° . The cells 
were concentrated by cen.trifugation, resuspended in about 
25m1s of 3 sucrose, and briefly soriicated. Fractionation 
was achieved on a 5-1 	sucrose gradient, linear with res- 
pect to rotor radius. After fractionation, the gradient 
was displaced from the rotor centre at about 50mls/minute. 
Identical fractionations have been performed in the 
5-1575 gradient, linear with respect to rotor volume. There 
were no significant, reproducible differences between the 
separations achieved on either gradient. Hoever,the former 
proved to be more convenient in use. 
Figure Al shows the effect upon size separation of 
harvesting the exponential culture at O.D. 0.4, i.e. 
loading about L x 10 total cells on the gradient. All other 
conditions were identical to those described above for figure 
-5- 
figure Al shows that the cells were less well 
resolved than when less than 1011 total cells were applied 
to the rotor. 1- ean cell length has increased by only 55; 
across the rotor, compared with nearly 7 in figure 12. 
I have taken this to mean that cells clump together in the 
dense suspension applied to the rotor. Such clumps would 
migrate rapidly through the gradient and might dissociate 
at any later time during the fractionation procedure, thereby 
reducing the resolution of the separation method. 
An analagous experiment was performed in which cells 
were harve3ted. at O.D. 0.1, but the cell suspension was not 
sonicated prior to loading on the rotor. The data obtained 
from this experiment was essentially identical to that ah.ri 
in figure .1. 
The effect of cell fimbriae on :he for --tion of cell 
clumps -ia3 investigated (fig. 13), but no clear distinction 
could be drawn between the size separations of fimbriate 
and afimbriate cells. 
Figure 13k,  however, indicates that penicillin, as a 
specific cell division block, improves resolution of the 
larger cells on a 5-15 sucrose gradient. It has been stated 
that the effect of penicillin on the efficiency of size 
resolution was somewhat variable. Chilling the cells 
rapidly by pouring onto ice at the time of harvesting, and 
carrying out all subsequent steps at 0-24 0C, may be a suff- 
icient condition to minimise cell division in the rotor. 
Figure 18 shows that mean cell size increases by over 
across the rotor in a separation omitting penicillin. No cell 
size distributions were derived for this particular experi- 
- 
ment. In most cases, though, it was preferred to include 
a:specific division block, rather than rely solely on 
carrying out procedures at a reduced temperature. 
Various gradient systems have been used for cell 
separation in the zonal rotor. 
Figure k2 shows the effect of rapidly displacing 
(greater than lOOmis/minute) the sucrose from the rotor. 
The gradient was 5-1%1 , linear with respect to rotor volume, 
all other conditions being identical to those described for 
figure 12. Mean cell length increased across the rotor by 
about 50%. 
Figure A3 shows an identical experiment. In this case 
however, the gradient was dispLiced rapidly (g'eater than 
1OOis/rinute) froa the rotor edge by pumping water to the 
rotor centre. 
Figure A4 shows cell fractionation on a 3-87,  sucrose 
gradient, linear with respect to rotor volume. The sear-
ation via3 carried out at room temperature and no penicillin 
was included. The gradient was displaced from the rotor 
at 100 mis/minute. 
This exDerirlent has been performed at 0-40C in the 
presence of penicIllin, although the fast pumping rate was 
still used. There was only a very minor improvement in size 
resolution achieved. This gradient system has not been 
investigated using a slow rate of gradient displacement from 
the rotor. 
Figure .A5 shows fractionation of cells on a 1 0-4 
sucrose gradient, linear with respect to rotor volume, vihich 
-7- 
was then displaced raidly from the rotor. 
It may seem that some of the optimising conditions 
described in figure 12 produced only a marginal or even in-
significant improvement upon the data presented here. These 
experimental conditions were however, developed empirically, 
and taken together, as in figure 12, helped to provide con-
sistent, reproducible and experimentally useful cell separa-
tions. 
The range of conditions tested, although by no means 
exhaustive, give credit to the following notions:- 
That penicillin, included as a specific block to 
cell division, together with performing all operations at 
reduces contamination of large cell containing 
fractions with newly divided cells. 
T1it ny tnde:cy or the frtion of cell cL:js 
to impair the resolution of the larger cells can be minimised 
by loading as fe'ff cells on the rotor as is conveniently 
possible, (in practice about 1011),  and by briefly soni-
cating the suspension prior to application to the gradient. 
That a 5-1 	sucrose graJ.ient(either linear with 
respect to rotor volume or rotor radius) is adequately stable 
to permit the best possible separation of cells in the least 
possible time. 
iv)That there is turbulence and viscous drag upon 
displacement of the gradient from the rotor. The actual 
separations in a 5-157c, gradient must be identical, or nealil y 
so. Yet the subsequent mode of collection of fractions seem-
ingly disrupts the gradient in some way to produce apparently 
-8- 
vrible separations. For example, rapid dislaceient of the 
cells from the rotor reduces the effectiveness of separa-
tion, particularly in an insufficiently stable gradient 
(figure ALL.) and when reversing the direction of displace-
ment (figure A3). 
Although these notions have by no means been rigor-
ously statistically proven, however, they have provided 
a workable system of cell separation which has been adequate 
for cell cycle studies. 
-9- 
Apen.ix to Discussion, sectio n 2: 
2 	Fractionation of cells into age classes: 
The relationship between cell size and cell age is 
central to this thesis. 
This relationship has been examined for Saccharo-
rnyces cerevisiae (Sebastian, Carter and Halvorson, 1971). 
They suggest that "if fractions from the zonal rotor contain 
cell populations at different stages of the cell cycle, it 
should be possible to remove different fractions from the 
zonal rotor and successfully initiate synchronous growth." 
I have demonstrated this for E.coli B/r, by removal of small 
cells from zonal fractionations, from which synchronous 
growth ensued upon subculture. Cell division occurred after 
one eneration ti -me indicating tht th 	ilest cells in 
the zonal rotor were also the youngest. 
Sogin, Carter and Halvorson, (1974), have cornpred the 
size distribution of successive zonal fractions with the size 
distributions of yeast cells of different ages taken from 
a synchronous population. They showed that the distribution 
of cell sizes at successive stages of the cell cycle were com-
parable with the distribution of cell sizes in successive 
fractions from the zonal rotor. I have not performed this 
comparison myself for E.coli B/I'. However, I have produced 
size distributions for cells in successive fractions across 
the zonal rotor. Helmstetter and Cummings (1963) have pro-
duced synchronous cultures of .coli B/r, in which successive 
cell size distributions have been studied. These also rep-
resent age distributions in the selection system used by 
- 10 - 
Helmetetter and Cummings. They are comparable to the size 
dtstributions obtained for successive zonal fractions of E.coli 
B/r in this thesis. 
I have also produced data for the increase of meah 
cell size across the zonal rotor, expressed as an O.D. per 
cell ratio. Figure A6 shows data from a synchronous culture 
in which this O.D. per cell ratio was also deter-mined. The 
dotted line indicates the hypothetical ideal where cell div -
ision is instantaneous and perfectly synchronised. Note 
that the youngest cells have a size of approximately 70 units. 
This corresponds with the smallest cells derived from 
zonal fractionations. The change in the rate of DNA synthesis 
in this synchronous culture occurs at a cell age of 0.6, 
and at a cell size of 115 volume units. In figure 20, this 
change in rate of DNA synthesis was found to occur at a cell 
size of 115 units, which was calculated to represent a cell 
age of 0.65. Therefore, stage in the cell cycle relates 
closely to cell size in the zonal rotor. 
Cell cycle age markers represent a further corre-
lation between eel], size and cell age. Helmstetter , (1968) 
eluted cells from a membrane filter according to their 
stage in the cell cycle. He has shown that the changes in 
the rates of DNA and tryptophanase synthesis occur in older 
cells, whilst the change in rate of B-galactosidase synthe- 
sis occurs in younger cells. I have shown the former two rate 
changes to occur in larger cells, whilst the latter rate change 
occurs in smaller cells. 
The relationship between cell size and cell age 
- 11 - 
(itchison, 1971 ),  the cell age distribution is defined by 
Y = 2(1 	x) 
Or logY = 0 - x)log2 
where y (varying from I to 2) is the relative number of cells 
at cycle stage x (varying from 0 to 1). 
This ideal relationship is shown graphically in figure 
A7. The dispersion of interdivision times among the members 
of an exponential population alters this ideal curve. The 
real relationship between relative cell number, and stage 
in the cell cycle, is reflected in the distribution of cell 
numbers across the zonal rotor (figure 17). Thus showing that 
cells are distributed across the zonal rotor according to 
their stage in the cell cycle as 	ll s their size. 
These several criteria, taI:en to;ether, indicate 
close correlation bctveen cell size and cell ae across the 
zonal rotor. 
FIGURE L3 7-iiDS 
Figure Al: 
E.coli B/r was grown at 370 in I litre of glycerol-
minimal medium for greater than 15 generations. .t 
of 0.4, the cells were treated, with 60 units per ml of 
benzyl;;enicillin and 200 p.grn per ml of chloramhenicol, 
poured rapidly onto ice, and pelleted by centrifugation. 
The cell pellet was resuspended. in 25-30 ils of ice-cold. 
3o sucrose containing penicillin and chioramphenicol at the 
above concentrations. The suspension was briefly sonicated, 
and applied to a pre-cooled 5-15 sucrose gradient, linear 
with respect to rotor radius, i-ri the zonal rotor ::tt 
The cells were fractionated for c.30  ninutes, and fractions 
were collected on 1c€ from the rotor by displacement of the 
gradient from the rotor centre with dense sucrose. 	Dum- 
ping rate of 50 rnls/inute was used. 
Call size distrib Lions were mesurai ph )tDicr)-
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Fipre 2: 
.col± /r was grown at 3700  in I litre of glycerol 
minimal medium for greater than 15 generations. t 
of 0.1 the cells were treated with 60 units per ml of 
benzylpenicillin and 200 jigm/ml of chlorarnphenicol, ;oured 
rapidly onto ice and pelleted by centrifugation. The cell 
pellet was resuspended in 25-33 mis of ice-cold 	sucrose 
containing penicillin and chloramphenicol at the above 
concentrations. The suspension was briefly sonicated and 
applied to a 5-154/o sucrose gradient, linear vdth respect 
to rotor volume, in the zonal rotor at 40O. The cells vre 
fractionated for c.30 minutes, and fractions were collected 
on ice from the rotor by displacement of the gradient from 
the rotor centre with d.ense sucrose. Apuing rate Qf 
greater than 100 mis/minute was used. 
Cell size distributions were measured. photomicro-
graphically. Fraction nwrihers (fn) and ran cell lengths 




































This experiment was identical to that described in 
figure A2, except that the gradient was displaced from the 
rotor edge by pumping water to the rotor centre. 
Cell lengths were determined photomicrographically. 
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Fire AL: 
E.coli B/r was grown at 37°O in I litre of glycerol 
minimal medium for greater than 15 generations. .t 
of 0.1 the cells were pelleted by centrifugation at room 
temperature. The cells were resuspended. in 25-30n1s of 1 
sucrose. The suspension was briefly sonicated and applied 
to a 3—Wo sucrose gradient, linear with respect to rotor 
volume, in the zonal rotor at room temperature. The cells 
were fractionated for c.15 minutes, and the fractions were 
collected from the rotor by displacement of the gradient 
from the rotor centre with dense sucrose. A pumping rate 
of 100 mlsA-ninute was used. 
Cell size distributions were rma cured photoic2o-
graphically. The fractiofl numbers (fn) aid rrean cell lengths 
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E.coli /r was grown at 370C in I litre of glycerol 
minimal medium for greater than 1 5 generations. At O.D. 540 
of 0.1 the cells were treated with benzylpenicillin at 60 
units er ml and chlorarnphenicol at 200 )gm/ml, poured 
rapidly onto ice and pelleted by centrifugation. The cell 
pellet was resuspended in 25-30 mis of 3 sucrose (ice- 
cold) containing penicillin and chlorarnphei.icol at the above 
concentrations. The susoension was briefly sOnicated and 
applied to a pre-cooled. 10-4GIS sucrose gradient, linear 
with respect to rotor volume, In the zonal rotor at 240C. 
The cells were fractionated for greater than Lfl minutes, 
and fractions were collected on icc by displacement of the 
gradient from the rotor centre iith dense cucrose. 	pum- 
ping rate of greater than 100 mis/minute was used. 
Cell size distributions were measured photomicro-
graphically. Fraction numbers (fn) and mean cell lengths 
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Firure 6: 
E.coli B/r was separated in the zonal rotor as 
described in figure ALL. 
Small cells from this fractionation were used to 
establish a synchronous culture. Cell numbers per ml, 
and the rate of DNA synthesis were measured as 
previously described. Cell size throughout a synchronous 
division was estir:ated in terms of O.D. per 10 	cells. 
The time of cell division, and the change in rate of 
DNL synthesis are i.riciticated, ta;ther ith the cell ages at 
which these events occurred. 
) ear, cell sizer C.J/1011 cells. The bold line 
represents the values derived from the graphs 
below; the broken line represents the hypothet-
ical ideal where cell division is instantan-
eous and perfectly synchronised. 
O.D. 5 


















Relative freçuency (y) of cells at stage of the cell 
cycle (x) for cells from an asynchronous exponential phase 
culture. The bold line is an ideal curve, 'eased on the 
relatiorship y = 2(1_ (from 11it chi son, 1971). 
The broken line represents a real age distribution 
allowing for the variation of interdivision times of the 
members of the exDonential population. (This is a schematic 
representation and is not based on any data or precise 
matherriatical description). 
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